
950 CHAPTER 28 Sources of Magnetic Field

28.3 . An electron moves at 0.100c as
shown in Fig. E28.3. Find the magnitude
and direction of the magnetic field this
electon produces at the following points,
each 2.00 from the electron: (a) points
A and B; (b) point C; (c) point D.
28.4 .. An alpha particle (charge )
and an electron move in opposite directions
from the same point, each with
the speed of 
(Fig. E28.4). Find the magni-
tude and direction of the total
magnetic field these charges
produce at point P, which is
1.75 nm from each of them.
28.5 . A charge is
moving at a constant speed of in the 
relative to a reference frame. At the instant when the point charge
is at the origin, what is the magnetic-field vector it produces at the
following points: (a) (b) 

(c)
(d)
28.6 . Positive point charges 

and are
moving relative to an observer at
point P, as shown in Fig. E28.6.
The distance d is 0.120 m, 

and
(a) When the two charges

are at the locations shown in the fig-
ure, what are the magnitude and
direction of the net magnetic field
they produce at point P? (b) What are the magnitude and direction
of the electric and magnetic forces that each charge exerts on the
other, and what is the ratio of the magnitude of the electric force to
the magnitude of the magnetic force? (c) If the direction of is
reversed, so both charges are moving in the same direction, what
are the magnitude and direction of the magnetic forces that the two
charges exert on each other?
28.7 .. Figure E28.6 shows two point charges, q and moving
relative to an observer at point P. Suppose that the lower charge is
actually negative, with (a) Find the magnetic field (mag-
nitude and direction) produced by the two charges at point P if (i)

(ii) (iii) (b) Find the direction of the
magnetic force that q exerts on and find the direction of the
magnetic force that exerts on q. (c) If 

what is the ratio of the magnitude of the magnetic force
acting on each charge to that of the Coulomb force acting on each
charge?
28.8 .. An electron and a proton are each
moving at in perpendicular
paths as shown in Fig. E28.8. At the instant
when they are at the positions shown in the
figure, find the magnitude and direction of
(a) the total magnetic field they produce at
the origin; (b) the magnetic field the elec-
tron produces at the location of the proton;
(c) the total electric force and the total
magnetic force that the electron exerts on the proton.
28.9 . A negative charge is located at the
origin and has velocity 

. At this instant what are the magnitude and direction of104 m>s2≥n 104 m>s2ın ! 1-4.90 *vS " 17.50 *
10-6 Cq = -3.60 *

845 km>s
105 m>s,

v = v¿ = 3.00 *q¿
q¿,

v¿ = 2v.v¿ = v;v¿ = v>2;

q¿ = -q.

q¿,

vS¿

106 m>s.
v¿ = 9.00 *4.50 * 106 m>s,

v =

q¿ = +3.00 mC+8.00 mC
q =

z = 0.500 m?y = 0,x = 0,
z = 0;y = 0.500 m,x = 0.500 m,z = 0;y = 0.500 m,
x = 0,z = 0;y = 0,x = 0.500 m,

+x-direction6.80 * 105 m>s-4.80-mC

2.50 * 105 m>s
+2e

mm

the magnetic field produced by this charge at the point 
, , ?

Section 28.2 Magnetic Field of a Current Element
28.10 . A short current element carries a cur-
rent of 8.20 A in the same direction as . Point P is located at

. Use unit vectors to express the
magnetic field at P produced by this current element.
28.11 . A straight wire carries a
10.0-A current (Fig. E28.11).
ABCD is a rectangle with point D
in the middle of a 1.10-mm seg-
ment of the wire and point C in
the wire. Find the magnitude and
direction of the magnetic field
due to this segment at (a) point A; (b) point B; (c) point C.
28.12 . A long, straight wire,
carrying a current of 200 A,
runs through a cubical wooden
box, entering and leaving
through holes in the centers of
opposite faces (Fig. E28.12).
The length of each side of the
box is 20.0 cm. Consider an
element dl of the wire 0.100 cm
long at the center of the box.
Compute the magnitude dB of
the magnetic field produced by this element at the points a, b, c, d,
and e in Fig. E28.12. Points a, c, and d are at the centers of the
faces of the cube; point b is at the midpoint of one edge; and point
e is at a corner. Copy the figure and show the directions and rela-
tive magnitudes of the field vectors. (Note: Assume that the length
dl is small in comparison to the distances from the current element
to the points where the magnetic field is to be calculated.)
28.13 .. A long, straight wire lies along the z-axis and carries a
4.00-A current in the Find the magnetic field (magni-
tude and direction) produced at the following points by a 0.500-mm
segment of the wire centered at the origin: (a) 

(b) (c) 
(d)

28.14 .. Two parallel wires are 
5.00 cm apart and carry currents in
opposite directions, as shown in Fig.
E28.14. Find the magnitude and direc-
tion of the magnetic field at point P
due to two 1.50-mm segments of wire
that are opposite each other and each
8.00 cm from P.
28.15 . A wire carrying a
28.0-A current bends through 
a right angle. Consider two 
2.00-mm segments of wire,
each 3.00 cm from the bend
(Fig. E28.15). Find the magni-
tude and direction of the mag-
netic field these two segments
produce at point P, which is
midway between them.
28.16 .. A square wire loop 10.0 cm on each side carries a clock-
wise current of 15.0 A. Find the magnitude and direction of the
magnetic field at its center due to the four 1.20-mm wire segments
at the midpoint of each side.

z = 2.00 m.y = 0,x = 0,z = 0;
y = 2.00 m,x = 2.00 m,z = 0;y = 2.00 m,x = 0,z = 0;

y = 0,x = 2.00 m,

+z-direction.
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 28.8. IDENTIFY:   Both moving charges create magnetic fields, and the net field is the vector sum of the two. The 

magnetic force on a moving charge is mag sinF qvB φ=  and the electrical force obeys Coulomb’s law. 

SET UP:   The magnetic field due to a moving charge is 
0

2

sin
.

4

qvB
r

µ φ
π

=  

EXECUTE:   (a) Both fields are into the page, so their magnitudes add, giving 

0
e p 2 2

e p

sin90
4

ev evB B B
r r

µ
π
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= + = + °
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
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1 1
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B µ

π
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− −
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–3
1.39 10  T 1.39 mT, into the page.B = × =  

(b) Using 
0

2

sin
,

4

qvB
r

µ φ
π

=  where 41 nm and 180 arctan(5/4) 128.7 ,r φ= = ° − = °  we get 

7 19
4

9 2

4 10  T m/A (1 6 10 C)(845,000 m/s)sin128 7
2 58 10  T,

4 ( 41 10 m)
B π

π

− −
−

−
× ⋅ . × . °= = . ×

×
 into the page. 

(c) 19 4 17

mag sin90 (1 60 10  C)(845,000 m/s)(2 58 10  T) 3 48 10  N,F qvB − − −= ° = . × . × = . ×  in the  +x-direction. 

9 2 2 19 2
2 2 12

elec 0 9 2

(9 00 10 N m /C )(1 60 10 C)
(1/4 ) / 5 62 10  N,

( 41 10 m)
F e rπ

−
−

−
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×
!  at 51.3°  below the  

-axisx+ measured clockwise. 

EVALUATE:   The electric force is much stronger than the magnetic force. 

 28.9. IDENTIFY:   A moving charge creates a magnetic field. 

SET UP:   Apply 
0

3
.

4

q
r

µ
π

×= v rB
G GG

 ˆ ˆ(0 200 m) ( 0 300 m) ,= . + − .r i jG
 and 0 3606 m.r = .  

EXECUTE:   4 4ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ[(7 50 10 m/s) ( 4 90 10 m/s) ] [(0 200 m) ( 0 300 m) ],× = . × + − . × × . + − .v r i j i jG G
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4 2 3 2 4 2ˆ ˆ ˆ( 2 25 10  m /s) (9 80 10  m /s) ( 1 27 10  m /s) .× = − . × + . × = − . ×v r k k kG G
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7 8

3
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−
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.
B k k
G

 

EVALUATE:   We can check the direction of the magnetic field using the right-hand rule, which shows  

that the field points in the  +z-direction. 

 28.10. IDENTIFY:   Apply the Biot-Savart law. 

SET UP:   Apply 
0

3
.

4

qdd
r

µ
π

×= l rB
G GG
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G
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EVALUATE:   The magnetic field lies in the xz-plane. 

 28.11. IDENTIFY:   A current segment creates a magnetic field. 

SET UP:   The law of Biot and Savart gives 
0

2

sin
.

4

IdldB
r

µ φ
π

=  

EXECUTE:   Applying the law of Biot and Savart gives 

(a) 
7

–7 

2

4 10  T m/A (10 0 A)(0 00110 m) sin90
4.40 10 T,

4 (0 0500 m)
dB π

π
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.

 out of the paper. 



Exercises 951

Section 28.3 Magnetic Field of a Straight 
Current-Carrying Conductor
28.17 . The Magnetic Field from a Lightning Bolt. Lightning
bolts can carry currents up to approximately 20 kA. We can
model such a current as the equivalent of a very long, straight
wire. (a) If you were unfortunate enough to be 5.0 m away from
such a lightning bolt, how large a magnetic field would you
experience? (b) How does this field compare to one you would
experience by being 5.0 cm from a long, straight household cur-
rent of 10 A?
28.18 . A very long, straight horizontal wire carries a current such
that electrons per second pass any given point going
from west to east. What are the magnitude and direction of the mag-
netic field this wire produces at a point 4.00 cm directly above it?
28.19 . BIO Currents in the Heart. The body contains many
small currents caused by the motion of ions in the organs and cells.
Measurements of the magnetic field around the chest due to cur-
rents in the heart give values of about Although the actual
currents are rather complicated, we can gain a rough understanding
of their magnitude if we model them as a long, straight wire. If the
surface of the chest is 5.0 cm from this current, how large is the
current in the heart?
28.20 . BIO Bacteria Navigation. Certain bacteria (such as
Aquaspirillum magnetotacticum) tend to swim toward the earth’s
geographic north pole because they contain tiny particles, called
magnetosomes, that are sensitive to a magnetic field. If a transmis-
sion line carrying 100 A is laid underwater, at what range of dis-
tances would the magnetic field from this line be great enough to
interfere with the migration of these bacteria? (Assume that a field
less than 5 percent of the earth’s field would have little effect on the
bacteria. Take the earth’s field to be and ignore the
effects of the seawater.)
28.21 . (a) How large a current would a very long, straight wire
have to carry so that the magnetic field 2.00 cm from the wire is
equal to 1.00 G (comparable to the earth’s northward-pointing
magnetic field)? (b) If the wire is horizontal with the current run-
ning from east to west, at what locations would the magnetic field
of the wire point in the same direction as the horizontal component
of the earth’s magnetic field? (c) Repeat part (b) except the wire is
vertical with the current going upward.
28.22 . Two long, straight wires, one above the other, are separ-
ated by a distance 2a and are parallel to the x-axis. Let the 
be in the plane of the wires in the direction from the lower wire to
the upper wire. Each wire carries current I in the 
What are the magnitude and direction of the net magnetic field of
the two wires at a point in the plane of the wires (a) midway
between them; (b) at a distance a
above the upper wire; (c) at a dis-
tance a below the lower wire?
28.23 .. A long, straight wire lies
along the y-axis and carries a cur-
rent in the 
(Fig. E28.23). In addition to the
magnetic field due to the current in
the wire, a uniform magnetic field

with magnitude 
is in the What is 
the total field (magnitude and
direction) at the following points
in the xz-plane: (a) 

(b)
(c) z = -0.25 m?x = 0,

z = 0;x = 1.00 m,1.00 m;
z =x = 0,

+ x-direction
1.50 * 10-6 TB

S
0

-y-directionI = 8.00 A

+x-direction.

+y-axis

5.0 * 10 -5 T

10 mG.

3.50 * 1018

28.24 .. BIO EMF. Currents in dc transmission lines can be
100 A or more. Some people have expressed concern that the elec-
tromagnetic fields (EMFs) from such lines near their homes could
cause health dangers. For a line with current 150 A and at a height
of 8.0 m above the ground, what magnetic field does the line pro-
duce at ground level? Express your answer in teslas and as a per-
cent of the earth’s magnetic field, which is 0.50 gauss. Does this
seem to be cause for worry?
28.25 . Two long, straight, parallel
wires, 10.0 cm apart, carry equal 4.00-A
currents in the same direction, as shown
in Fig. E28.25. Find the magnitude and
direction of the magnetic field at (a)
point midway between the wires; (b) point 25.0 cm to the
right of (c) point 20.0 cm directly above .
28.26 .. A rectangular loop with dimensions 4.20 cm by 9.50 cm
carries current I. The current in the loop produces a magnetic field
at the center of the loop that has magnitude and
direction away from you as you view the plane of the loop. What
are the magnitude and direction (clockwise or counterclockwise)
of the current in the loop?
28.27 . Four, long, parallel power lines each carry 100-A cur-
rents. A cross-sectional diagram of these lines is a square, 20.0 cm
on each side. For each of the three cases shown in Fig. E28.27, cal-
culate the magnetic field at the center of the square.

28.28 . Four very long, current-carrying wires in the same plane
intersect to form a square 40.0 cm on each side, as shown in Fig.
E28.28. Find the magnitude and direction of the current I so that
the magnetic field at the center of the square is zero.

28.29 .. Two insulated wires perpendicular to each other in the
same plane carry currents as shown in Fig. E28.29. Find the mag-
nitude of the net magnetic field these wires produce at points P and
Q if the 10.0 A-current is (a) to the right or (b) to the left.

Section 28.4 Force Between Parallel Conductors
28.30 . Three parallel wires
each carry current I in the direc-
tions shown in Fig. E28.30. If
the separation between adjacent
wires is d, calculate the magni-
tude and direction of the net
magnetic force per unit length
on each wire.

5.50 * 10-5 T

P1P3,P1;
P2,P1,

x
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y
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b
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c
B0
S
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Figure 28.27 
 

 28.28. IDENTIFY:   Use Eq. (28.9) and the right-hand rule to determine the field due to each wire. Set the sum of 
the four fields equal to zero and use that equation to solve for the field and the current of the fourth wire. 
SET UP:   The three known currents are shown in Figure 28.28. 

 

 1 2 3, ,⊗   ⊗   B B B
G G G

:  

0 ; 0 200 m
2

IB r
r

µ
π

= = .  for each wire 

Figure 28.28   
 

EXECUTE:   Let :  be the positive -direction.z 1 2 310 0 A, 8 0 A, 20 0 A.I I I= .  = .  = .  Then 
5

1 1 00 10  T,B −= . ×  5
2 0 80 10  T,B −= . ×  and 5

3 2 00 10  T.B −= . ×  
5 5 5

1z 2z 3z1 00 10  T, 0 80 10  T, 2 00 10  TB B B− − −= − . × = − . × = + . ×  

1 2 3 4 0z z z zB B B B+ + + =  
6

4 1 2 3( ) 2 0 10  Tz z z zB B B B −= − + + = − . ×  

To give 4  in the ⊗B
G

 direction the current in wire 4 must be toward the bottom of the page. 
6

0 4
4 4 7

0

(0 200 m)(2 0 10  T) so 2 0 A
2 ( /2 ) (2 10  T m/A)

I rBB I
r

µ
π µ π

−

−
. . ×= = = = .

× ⋅
 

EVALUATE:   The fields of wires #2 and #3 are in opposite directions and their net field is the same as due 
to a current 20.0 A – 8.0 A 12.0 A=  in one wire. The field of wire #4 must be in the same direction as that 
of wire #1, and 410 0 A 12 0 A.I. + = .  

 28.29. IDENTIFY:   The net magnetic field at any point is the vector sum of the magnetic fields of the two wires. 

SET UP:   For each wire 0
2

IB
r

µ
π

=  and the direction of B
G

 is determined by the right-hand rule described in 

the text. Let the wire with 12.0 A be wire 1 and the wire with 10.0 A be wire 2. 

EXECUTE:   (a) Point Q: 
7

50 1
1

1

(4 10 T m/A)(12.0 A) 1.6 10 T.
2 2 (0.15 m)

IB
r

µ π
π π

−
−× ⋅= = = ×  

The direction of 1B
G

 is out of the page.
7

50 2
2

2

(4 10 T m/A)(10.0 A) 2.5 10 T.
2 2 (0.80 m)

IB
r

µ π
π π

−
−× ⋅= = = ×  

The direction of 2B
G

 is out of the page. Since 1B
G

 and 2B
G

 are in the same direction, 
5

1 2 4 1 10  TB B B −= + = . ×  and B
G

 is directed out of the page. 

Point P: 5
1 1 6 10  T,B −= . ×  directed into the page. 5

2 2 5 10  T,B −= . ×  directed into the page. 
5

1 2 4 1 10  TB B B −= + = . ×  and B
G

 is directed into the page. 
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Figure 28.27 
 

 28.28. IDENTIFY:   Use Eq. (28.9) and the right-hand rule to determine the field due to each wire. Set the sum of 
the four fields equal to zero and use that equation to solve for the field and the current of the fourth wire. 
SET UP:   The three known currents are shown in Figure 28.28. 

 

 1 2 3, ,⊗   ⊗   B B B
G G G

:  

0 ; 0 200 m
2

IB r
r

µ
π

= = .  for each wire 

Figure 28.28   
 

EXECUTE:   Let :  be the positive -direction.z 1 2 310 0 A, 8 0 A, 20 0 A.I I I= .  = .  = .  Then 
5

1 1 00 10  T,B −= . ×  5
2 0 80 10  T,B −= . ×  and 5

3 2 00 10  T.B −= . ×  
5 5 5

1z 2z 3z1 00 10  T, 0 80 10  T, 2 00 10  TB B B− − −= − . × = − . × = + . ×  

1 2 3 4 0z z z zB B B B+ + + =  
6

4 1 2 3( ) 2 0 10  Tz z z zB B B B −= − + + = − . ×  

To give 4  in the ⊗B
G

 direction the current in wire 4 must be toward the bottom of the page. 
6

0 4
4 4 7

0

(0 200 m)(2 0 10  T) so 2 0 A
2 ( /2 ) (2 10  T m/A)

I rBB I
r

µ
π µ π

−

−
. . ×= = = = .

× ⋅
 

EVALUATE:   The fields of wires #2 and #3 are in opposite directions and their net field is the same as due 
to a current 20.0 A – 8.0 A 12.0 A=  in one wire. The field of wire #4 must be in the same direction as that 
of wire #1, and 410 0 A 12 0 A.I. + = .  

 28.29. IDENTIFY:   The net magnetic field at any point is the vector sum of the magnetic fields of the two wires. 

SET UP:   For each wire 0
2

IB
r

µ
π

=  and the direction of B
G

 is determined by the right-hand rule described in 

the text. Let the wire with 12.0 A be wire 1 and the wire with 10.0 A be wire 2. 

EXECUTE:   (a) Point Q: 
7

50 1
1

1

(4 10 T m/A)(12.0 A) 1.6 10 T.
2 2 (0.15 m)

IB
r

µ π
π π

−
−× ⋅= = = ×  

The direction of 1B
G

 is out of the page.
7

50 2
2

2

(4 10 T m/A)(10.0 A) 2.5 10 T.
2 2 (0.80 m)

IB
r

µ π
π π

−
−× ⋅= = = ×  

The direction of 2B
G

 is out of the page. Since 1B
G

 and 2B
G

 are in the same direction, 
5

1 2 4 1 10  TB B B −= + = . ×  and B
G

 is directed out of the page. 

Point P: 5
1 1 6 10  T,B −= . ×  directed into the page. 5

2 2 5 10  T,B −= . ×  directed into the page. 
5

1 2 4 1 10  TB B B −= + = . ×  and B
G

 is directed into the page. 
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(b) 1B
G

 is the same as in part (a), out of the page at Q and into the page at P. The direction of 2B
G

 is 

reversed from what it was in (a) so is into the page at Q and out of the page at P. 

Point Q: 1B
G

 and 2B
G

 are in opposite directions so 5 5 6
2 1 2 5 10  T 1 6 10  T 9 0 10  TB B B − − −= − = . × − . × = . ×  

and B
G

 is directed into the page. 

Point P: 1B
G

 and 2B
G

 are in opposite directions so 6
2 1 9 0 10  TB B B −= − = . ×  and B

G
 is directed out of the 

page. 
EVALUATE:   Points P and Q are the same distances from the two wires. The only difference is that the 
fields point in either the same direction or in opposite directions. 

 28.30. IDENTIFY:   Apply Eq. (28.11) for the force from each wire. 
SET UP:   Two parallel conductors carrying current in the same direction attract each other. Parallel 
conductors carrying currents in opposite directions repel each other. 

EXECUTE:   On the top wire 
2 2

0 01 1
,

2 2 4

F I I
L d d d

µ µ
π π

⎛ ⎞= − =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 upward. On the middle wire, the magnetic 

forces cancel so the net force is zero. On the bottom wire 
2 2

0 01 1
,

2 2 4

F I I
L d d d

µ µ
π π

⎛ ⎞= − =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 downward. 

EVALUATE:   The net force on the middle wire is zero because at the location of the middle wire the net 
magnetic field due to the other two wires is zero. 

 28.31. IDENTIFY:   Apply Eq. (28.11). 
SET UP:   Two parallel conductors carrying current in the same direction attract each other. Parallel 
conductors carrying currents in opposite directions repel each other. 

EXECUTE:   (a) 60 1 2 0(5 00 A)(2 00 A)(1 20 m)
6 00 10 N,

2 2 (0 400 m)

I I LF
r

µ µ
π π

−. . .= = = . ×
.

 and the force is repulsive 

since the currents are in opposite directions. 

(b) Doubling the currents makes the force increase by a factor of four to 52 40 10 N.F −= . ×  

EVALUATE:   Doubling the current in a wire doubles the magnetic field of that wire. For fixed magnetic 
field, doubling the current in a wire doubles the force that the magnetic field exerts on the wire. 

 28.32. IDENTIFY:   Apply Eq. (28.11). 
SET UP:   Two parallel conductors carrying current in the same direction attract each other. Parallel 
conductors carrying currents in opposite directions repel each other. 

EXECUTE:   (a) 0 1 2

2

F I I
L r

µ
π

=  gives 5
2

0 1 0

2 2 (0 0250 m)
(4 0 10 N/m) 8 33 A.

(0 60 A)

F rI
L I

π π
µ µ

− .= = . × = .
.

 

(b) The two wires repel so the currents are in opposite directions. 
EVALUATE:   The force between the two wires is proportional to the product of the currents in the wires. 

 28.33. IDENTIFY:   The lamp cord wires are two parallel current-carrying wires, so they must exert a magnetic 
force on each other. 
SET UP:   First find the current in the cord. Since it is connected to a light bulb, the power consumed by the 

bulb is .P IV=  Then find the force per unit length using 0/ .
2

I IF L
r

µ
π

′=  

EXECUTE:   For the light bulb, 100 W (120 V) gives 0.833 A.I I= =  The force per unit length is 

7 2
54 10  T m/A (0 833 A)

/ 4 6 10 N/m
2 0 003 m

F L π
π

−
−× ⋅ .= = . ×

.
 

Since the currents are in opposite directions, the force is repulsive. 
EVALUATE:   This force is too small to have an appreciable effect for an ordinary cord. 

 28.34. IDENTIFY:   The wire CD rises until the upward force IF  due to the currents balances the downward force 

of gravity. 
SET UP:   The forces on wire CD are shown in Figure 28.34. 
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28.31 . Two long, parallel
wires are separated by a dis-
tance of 0.400 m (Fig. E28.31).
The currents and have the
directions shown. (a) Calcu-
late the magnitude of the force
exerted by each wire on a
1.20-m length of the other. Is
the force attractive or repulsive? (b) Each current is doubled, so
that becomes 10.0 A and becomes 4.00 A. Now what is the
magnitude of the force that each wire exerts on a 1.20-m length of
the other?
28.32 . Two long, parallel wires are separated by a distance of
2.50 cm. The force per unit length that each wire exerts on the other is

and the wires repel each other. The current in
one wire is 0.600 A. (a) What is the current in the second wire? 
(b) Are the two currents in the same direction or in opposite direc-
tions?
28.33 . Lamp Cord Wires. The wires in a household lamp
cord are typically 3.0 mm apart center to center and carry equal
currents in opposite directions. If the cord carries current to a 100-W
light bulb connected across a 120-V potential difference, what
force per meter does each wire of the cord exert on the other? Is
the force attractive or repulsive? Is this force large enough so it
should be considered in the design of the lamp cord? (Model the
lamp cord as a very long straight wire.)
28.34 . A long, horizontal
wire AB rests on the surface of
a table and carries a current I.
Horizontal wire CD is verti-
cally above wire AB and is
free to slide up and down on
the two vertical metal guides
C and D (Fig. E28.34). Wire
CD is connected through the sliding contacts to another wire that
also carries a current I, opposite in direction to the current in wire
AB. The mass per unit length of the wire CD is To what equilib-
rium height h will the wire CD rise, assuming that the magnetic
force on it is due entirely to the current in the wire AB?

Section 28.5 Magnetic Field of a Circular Current Loop
28.35 . BIO Currents in the Brain. The magnetic field around
the head has been measured to be approximately 
Although the currents that cause this field are quite complicated,
we can get a rough estimate of their size by modeling them as a
single circular current loop 16 cm (the width of a typical head) in
diameter. What is the current needed to produce such a field at the
center of the loop?
28.36 . Calculate the magni-
tude and direction of the mag-
netic field at point P due to the
current in the semicircular
section of wire shown in 
Fig. E28.36. (Hint: Does the
current in the long, straight
section of the wire produce any
field at P?)
28.37 .. Calculate the magni-
tude of the magnetic field at
point P of Fig. E28.37 in terms
of R, and What does your
expression give when I1 = I2?

I2.I1,

10-8 G.3.0 *

l.

4.00 * 10-5 N>m,

I2I1

I2I1

28.38 .. A closely wound, circular coil with radius 2.40 cm has
800 turns. (a) What must the current in the coil be if the magnetic
field at the center of the coil is 0.0580 T? (b) At what distance x
from the center of the coil, on the axis of the coil, is the magnetic
field half its value at the center?
28.39 .. A closely wound, circular coil with a diameter of 4.00 cm
has 600 turns and carries a current of 0.500 A. What is the magni-
tude of the magnetic field (a) at the center of the coil and (b) at a
point on the axis of the coil 8.00 cm from its center? 
28.40 .. A closely wound coil has a radius of 6.00 cm and carries
a current of 2.50 A. How many turns must it have if, at a point on
the coil axis 6.00 cm from the center of the coil, the magnetic field
is
28.41 .. Two concentric circular loops of wire lie on a tabletop,
one inside the other. The inner wire has a diameter of 20.0 cm and
carries a clockwise current of 12.0 A, as viewed from above, and
the outer wire has a diameter of 30.0 cm. What must be the magni-
tude and direction (as viewed from above) of the current in the
outer wire so that the net magnetic field due to this combination of
wires is zero at the common center of the wires?

Section 28.6 Ampere’s Law
28.42 . Figure E28.42 shows, in
cross section, several conductors
that carry currents through the
plane of the figure. The currents
have the magnitudes 

and and
the directions shown. Four paths,
labeled a through d, are shown.
What is the line integral 
for each path? Each integral in-
volves going around the path in 
the counterclockwise direction. Ex-
plain your answers.
28.43 . A closed curve encircles several conductors. The line
integral around this curve is (a) What
is the net current in the conductors? (b) If you were to integrate
around the curve in the opposite direction, what would be the value
of the line integral? Explain.

Section 28.7 Applications of Ampere’s Law
28.44 .. As a new electrical technician, you are designing a large
solenoid to produce a uniform 0.150-T magnetic field near the cen-
ter of the solenoid. You have enough wire for 4000 circular turns.
This solenoid must be 1.40 m long and 2.80 cm in diameter. What
current will you need to produce the necessary field?
28.45 . Coaxial Cable. A solid
conductor with radius a is sup-
ported by insulating disks on the
axis of a conducting tube with
inner radius b and outer radius c
(Fig. E28.45). The central con-
ductor and tube carry equal cur-
rents I in opposite directions.
The currents are distributed uni-
formly over the cross sections of
each conductor. Derive an expression for the magnitude of the
magnetic field (a) at points outside the central, solid conductor
but inside the tube and (b) at points outside the tube1r 7 c2. 1a 6 r 6 b2

3.83 * 10-4 T # m.AB
S # d l

S

AB
S # d l

S

I3 = 2.0 A,I2 = 6.0 A,
I1 = 4.0 A,

6.39 * 10-4 T?

I

I

A B

C D

h

Figure E28.34

R

P II

Figure E28.36

R
P

R

I1

I2

I1

I2

Figure E28.37

b

a

c
d

I2

I3

I1

Figure E28.42

I
a

c
b

I

Figure E28.45

0.400 m

I1 5
5.00 A

I2 5
2.00 A

Figure E28.31
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Figure 28.41 
 

EVALUATE:   The outer current, 2,I  must be larger than the inner current, 1,I  because the outer ring is 

larger than the inner ring, which makes the outer current farther from the center than the inner current is. 

 28.42. IDENTIFY:   Apply Ampere’s law. 

SET UP:   From the right-hand rule, when going around the path in a counterclockwise direction currents 

out of the page are positive and currents into the page are negative. 

EXECUTE:   Path a: encl 0 0.I d= ⇒ ⋅ =∫
GG

vB l  

Path b: 6
encl 1 04 0 A (4 0 A) 5 03 10  T m.I I d µ −= − = − . ⇒ ⋅ = − . = − . × ⋅∫

GG
vB l  

Path c: 6
encl 1 2 04 0 A 6 0 A 2 0 A (2 0 A) 2 51 10  T mI I I d µ −= − + = − . + . = . ⇒ ⋅ = . = . × ⋅∫

GG
vB l  

Path d: 6
encl 1 2 3 04 0 A (4 0 A) 5 03 10  T m.I I I I d µ −= − + + = . ⇒ ⋅ = + . = . × ⋅∫

GG
vB l  

EVALUATE:   If we instead went around each path in the clockwise direction, the sign of the line integral 

would be reversed. 

 28.43. IDENTIFY:   Apply Ampere’s law. 

SET UP:   7
0 4 10  T m/Aµ π −= × ⋅  

EXECUTE:   (a) 4
0 encl 3 83 10  T md Iµ −⋅ = = . × ⋅∫ B l

GG
v  and encl 305 A.I =  

(b) 4
3 83 10  T m

−− . × ⋅  since at each point on the curve the direction of dl
G

 is reversed. 

EVALUATE:   The line integral d⋅∫
GG

vB l  around a closed path is proportional to the net current that is 

enclosed by the path. 

 28.44. IDENTIFY and SET UP:   At the center of a long solenoid 0 0 .
NB nI I
L

µ µ= =  

EXECUTE:   
7

0

(0 150 T)(1 40 m)
41 8 A.

(4 10  T m/A)(4000)

BLI
Nµ π −

. .= = = .
× ⋅

 

EVALUATE:   The magnetic field inside the solenoid is independent of the radius of the solenoid, if the 

radius is much less than the length, as is the case here. 

 28.45. IDENTIFY:   Apply Ampere’s law. 

SET UP:   To calculate the magnetic field at a distance r from the center of the cable, apply Ampere’s law 

to a circular path of radius r. By symmetry, (2 )d B rπ⋅ =∫ B l
GG

v  for such a path. 

EXECUTE:   (a) For 
0

encl 0 0, 2 .
2

Ia r b I I d I B r I B
r

µµ π µ
π

< <  = ⇒ ⋅ = ⇒ = ⇒ =∫
GG

vB l  

(b) For ,r c>  the enclosed current is zero, so the magnetic field is also zero. 

EVALUATE:   A useful property of coaxial cables for many applications is that the current carried by the 

cable doesn’t produce a magnetic field outside the cable. 
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A proton is fired at perpendicular to line from a
point midway between the centers of the loops. Find the magnitude
of the magnetic force these loops exert on the proton just after it is
fired.
28.66 . A negative point charge is moving in a
reference frame. When the point charge is at the origin, the mag-
netic field it produces at the point is

and its speed is (a) What are the x-, y-,
and z-components of the velocity of the charge? (b) At this
same instant, what is the magnitude of the magnetic field that the
charge produces at the point 
28.67 . Two long, straight, parallel wires are 1.00 m apart (Fig.
P28.67). The wire on the left carries a current of 6.00 A into the
plane of the paper. (a) What must the magnitude and direction of
the current be for the net field at point P to be zero? (b) Then
what are the magnitude and direction of the net field at Q? (c) Then
what is the magnitude of the net field at S?

28.68 .. Figure P28.68 shows 
an end view of two long, parallel
wires perpendicular to the xy-
plane, each carrying a current I but
in opposite directions. (a) Copy
the diagram, and draw vectors to
show the field of each wire and
the net field at point P.
(b) Derive the expression for the
magnitude of at any point on the
x-axis in terms of the x-coordinate
of the point. What is the direction
of ? (c) Graph the magnitude of

at points on the x-axis. (d) At what value of x is the magnitude of
a maximum? (e) What is the magnitude of when 

28.69 . Refer to the situation in Problem 28.68. Suppose that a
third long, straight wire, parallel to the other two, passes through
point P (see Fig. P28.68) and that each wire carries a current

Let and Find the magni-
tude and direction of the force per unit length on the third wire, (a)
if the current in it is directed into the plane of the figure, and (b) if
the current in it is directed out of the plane of the figure.
28.70 .. CP A pair of long, rigid metal rods,
each of length L, lie parallel to each other on
a perfectly smooth table. Their ends are con-
nected by identical, very light conducting
springs of force constant k (Fig. P28.70) and
negligible unstretched length. If a current I
runs through this circuit, the springs will
stretch. At what separation will the rods remain at rest? Assume
that k is large enough so that the separation of the rods will be
much less than L.
28.71 ... CP Two long, parallel wires hang by 4.00-cm-long
cords from a common axis (Fig. P28.71). The wires have a mass
per unit length of and carry the same current in oppo-
site directions. What is the current in each wire if the cords hang at
an angle of with the vertical?6.00°

0.0125 kg>m

x = 60.0 cm.a = 40.0 cmI = 6.00 A.

x W a?B
S

B
S
B
S

B
S

B
S

B
S

B
S

I2

I1

z = 0?y = 25.0 cm,x = 0,

vS0

800 m>s.B
S

! 16.00 mT2 ≥n,
z = 0y = 0,x = 25.0 cm,

q = -7.20 mC

ab2400 km>s

28.72 . The long, straight
wire AB shown in Fig. P28.72
carries a current of 14.0 A. The
rectangular loop whose long
edges are parallel to the wire
carries a current of 5.00 A.
Find the magnitude and direc-
tion of the net force exerted on
the loop by the magnetic field
of the wire.
28.73 .. CP A flat, round iron ring 5.00 cm in diameter has a cur-
rent running through it that produces a magnetic field of at
its center. This ring is placed in a uniform external magnetic field
of 0.375 T. What is the maximum torque the external field can
exert on the ring? Show how the ring should be oriented relative to
the field for the torque to have its maximum value.
28.74 . The wire semicircles shown in
Fig. P28.74 have radii a and b. Calculate
the net magnetic field (magnitude and
direction) that the current in the wires
produces at point P.
28.75 . CALC Helmholtz Coils. Figure
28.75 is a sectional view of two circular
coils with radius a, each wound with N
turns of wire carrying a current I, circu-
lating in the same direction in both coils. The coils are separated
by a distance a equal to their radii. In this configuration the coils
are called Helmholtz coils; they produce a very uniform magnetic
field in the region between them. (a) Derive the expression for the
magnitude B of the magnetic field at a point on the axis a distance
x to the right of point P, which is midway between the coils. 
(b) Graph B versus x for to Compare this graph to
one for the magnetic field due to the right-hand coil alone. (c) From
part (a), obtain an expression for the magnitude of the magnetic
field at point P. (d) Calculate the magnitude of the magnetic field
at P if turns, and (e) Calculate

and at Discuss how your results show
that the field is very uniform in the vicinity of P.

P1x = 02.d2B>dx2dB>dx
a = 8.00 cm.I = 6.00 A,N = 300

x = a>2.x = 0

75.4 mT

PQ
0.50 m 0.50 m

0.80 m0.60 m

1.00 m
I1 5 6.00 A

S

I2

Figure P28.67

y

a

a

x

I

I

P

x

Figure P28.68

I

I

Figure P28.70

I

I

6.00°

4.00 cm

6.00°

Figure P28.71

I 5
5.00 A

I 5
14.0 A

20.0
cm

10.0 cm

2.6 cm
A B

Figure P28.72

I

P
a

b

Figure P28.74

a

a

P

Figure P28.75

I A

C

Figure P28.76

28.76 . A circular wire of diameter D lies on a horizontal table and
carries a current I. In Fig. P28.76 point A marks the center of the cir-
cle and point C is on its rim. (a) Find the magnitude and direction of
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 28.73. IDENTIFY:   Knowing the magnetic field at the center of the ring, we can calculate the current running through 
it. We can then use this current to calculate the torque that the external magnetic field exerts on the ring. 
SET UP:   The torque on a current loop is sin .IABτ φ=  We can use the magnetic field of the ring, 

0 ,
2

IB
R

µ=  to calculate the current in the ring. 

EXECUTE:   
2 6

ring
7

0

2 2(2.50 10 m)(75.4 10 T) 3.00 A.
4 10 T m/A

RB
I

µ π

− −

−
× ×= = =

× ⋅
 The torque is a maximum when 

90φ = °  and the plane of the ring is parallel to the field. 
2 2 3

max (3 00 A)(0 375 T) (2 50 10  m) 2 21 10  N m.IABτ π − −= = . . . × = . × ⋅  
EVALUATE:   When the external field is perpendicular to the plane of the ring the torque on the ring is zero. 

 28.74. IDENTIFY:   Apply 0
2

ˆ
.

4
Idd

r
µ
π

×= l rB
GG

 

SET UP:   The two straight segments produce zero field at P. The field at the center of a circular loop of 

radius R is 0 ,
2

IB
R

µ=  so the field at the center of curvature of a semicircular loop is 0 .
4

IB
R

µ=  

EXECUTE:   The semicircular loop of radius a produces field out of the page at P and the semicircular loop of 

radius b produces field into the page. Therefore, 
0 01 1 1 1 ,

2 2 4a b
I I aB B B

a b a b
µ µ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= − = − = −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 out of page. 

EVALUATE:   If ,a b=  0.B =  
 28.75. IDENTIFY:   Find the vector sum of the fields due to each loop. 

SET UP:   For a single loop 
2

0
2 2 3/2 .

2( )

Ia
B

x a
µ

=
+

 Here we have two loops, each of N turns, and measuring 

the field along the x-axis from between them means that the “x” in the formula is different for each case: 
EXECUTE:    

Left coil: 
2

0
l 2 2 3/2 .

2 2(( /2) )
a NIax x B

x a a
µ→ + ⇒ =

+ +
 

Right coil: 
2

0
r 2 2 3/2 .

2 2(( /2) )
a NIax x B

x a a
µ→ − ⇒ =

− +
 

So, the total field at a point a distance x from the point between them is 
2

0
2 2 3/2 2 2 3/2

1 1 .
2 (( /2) ) (( /2) )
NIaB

x a a x a a
µ ⎛ ⎞

= +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ + − +⎝ ⎠
 

(b) B versus x is graphed in Figure 28.75. Figure 28.75a is the total field and Figure 28.75b is the field 
from the right-hand coil. 

(c) At point P, 0x =  and 
3/22 2

0 0 0
2 2 3/2 2 2 3/2 2 3/2
1 1 4

2 5(( /2) ) (( /2) ) (5 /4)
NIa NIa NIB

aa a a a a
µ µ µ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= + = =⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ − + ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

 

(d) 
3/2 3/2

0 04 4 (300)(6 00 A) 0 0202 T.
5 5 (0 080 m)

NIB
a

µ µ .⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= = = .⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ .⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 

(e) 
2

0
2 2 5/2 2 2 5/2

3( /2) 3( /2) .
2 (( /2) ) (( /2) )

dB NIa x a x a
dx x a a x a a

µ ⎛ ⎞− + − −= +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ + − +⎝ ⎠
 At 0,x =  

2
0

2 2 5/2 2 2 5/2
0

3( /2) 3( /2) 0.
2 (( /2) ) (( /2) )x

dB NIa a a
dx a a a a

µ
=

⎛ ⎞− − −= + =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ − +⎝ ⎠
 

2 2 2 2
0

2 2 2 5/2 2 2 7/2 2 2 5/2 2 2 7/2
3 6( /2) (5/2) 3 6( /2) (5/2)

2 (( /2) ) (( /2) ) (( /2) ) (( /2) )
d B NIa x a x a
dx x a a x a a x a a x a a

µ ⎛ ⎞− + − −= + + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ + + + − + − +⎝ ⎠
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At 0,x =  
2 2 2 2

0
2 2 2 5/2 2 2 7/2 2 2 5/2 2 2 7/2

0

3 6( /2) (5/2) 3 6( /2) (5/2) 0.
2 (( /2) ) (( /2) ) (( /2) ) (( /2) )x

d B NIa a a
dx a a a a a a a a

µ

=

⎛ ⎞− − −= + + + =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+ + + +⎝ ⎠
 

EVALUATE:   Since both first and second derivatives are zero, the field can only be changing very slowly. 
 

   

Figure 28.75 
 

 28.76. IDENTIFY:   A current-carrying wire produces a magnetic field, but the strength of the field depends on the 
shape of the wire. 
SET UP:   The magnetic field at the center of a circular wire of radius a is 0 /2 ,B I aµ=  and the field a 

distance x from the center of a straight wire of length 2a is 0
2 2

2 .
4

I aB
x x a

µ
π

=
+

 

EXECUTE:   (a) Since the diameter 2 ,D a=  we have 0 0/2 / .B I a I Dµ µ= =  
(b) In this case, the length of the wire is equal to the diameter of the circle, so 2 ,a Dπ=  giving /2,a Dπ=  

and /2.x D=  Therefore 0 0
2 2 2 2

2( /2) .
4 ( /2) /4 /4 1

I D IB
D D D D

µ π µ
π π π

= =
+ +

 

EVALUATE:   The field in part (a) is greater by a factor of 21 .π+  It is reasonable that the field due to the 
circular wire is greater than the field due to the straight wire because more of the current is close to point A 
for the circular wire than it is for the straight wire. 

 28.77. (a) IDENTIFY:   Consider current density J for a small concentric ring and integrate to find the total current 
in terms of α  and R. 
SET UP:   We can’t say 2,I JA J Rπ= =  since J varies across the cross section. 

 

 To integrate J over the cross section of the wire,  
divide the wire cross section up into thin concentric  
rings of radius r and width dr, as shown in Figure 28.77. 

Figure 28.77   
 

EXECUTE:   The area of such a ring is dA, and the current through it is ;dI J dA=  2dA rdrπ=  and 
2(2 ) 2dI J dA r r dr r drα π πα= =  =  

2 3
30

32 2 ( /3) so 
2

R II dI r dr R
R

πα πα α
π

= = = =∫ ∫  



Challenge Problems 955

the magnetic field at point A. (b) The wire is now unwrapped so it is
straight, centered on point C, and perpendicular to the line AC, but
the same current is maintained in it. Now find the magnetic field at
point A. (c) Which field is greater: the one in part (a) or in part (b)?
By what factor? Why is this result physically reasonable?
28.77 . CALC A long, straight wire with a circular cross section of
radius R carries a current I. Assume that the current density is not
constant across the cross section of the wire, but rather varies as

where is a constant. (a) By the requirement that J inte-
grated over the cross section of the wire gives the total current I,
calculate the constant in terms of I and R. (b) Use Ampere’s law
to calculate the magnetic field for (i) and (ii) 
Express your answers in terms of I.
28.78 . CALC The wire shown
in Fig. P28.78 is infinitely long
and carries a current I. Calculate
the magnitude and direction of
the magnetic field that this cur-
rent produces at point P.
28.79 . A conductor is made in
the form of a hollow cylinder with inner and outer radii a and b,
respectively. It carries a current I uniformly distributed over its
cross section. Derive expressions for the magnitude of the mag-
netic field in the regions (a) (b) (c) 
28.80 . A circular loop has
radius R and carries current 
in a clockwise direction (Fig.
P28.80). The center of the
loop is a distance D above a
long, straight wire. What are
the magnitude and direction
of the current in the wire if
the magnetic field at the cen-
ter of the loop is zero?
28.81 . CALC A long, straight, solid cylinder, oriented with its
axis in the z-direction, carries a current whose current density is 
The current density, although symmetric about the cylinder axis, is
not constant but varies according to the relationship

where a is the radius of the cylinder, r is the radial distance from
the cylinder axis, and is a constant having units of amperes. 
(a) Show that is the total current passing through the entire cross
section of the wire. (b) Using Ampere’s law, derive an expression
for the magnitude of the magnetic field in the region 
(c) Obtain an expression for the current I contained in a circular
cross section of radius and centered at the cylinder axis. 
(d) Using Ampere’s law, derive an expression for the magnitude of
the magnetic field in the region How do your results in
parts (b) and (d) compare for 
28.82 . A long, straight, solid cylinder, oriented with its axis in
the z-direction, carries a current whose current density is The
current density, although symmetric about the cylinder axis, is not
constant and varies according to the relationship
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tance from the cylinder axis, b is a constant equal to and
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through the entire cross section of the wire. Obtain an expression
for in terms of b, and a. Evaluate your expression to obtain a
numerical value for (b) Using Ampere’s law, derive an expres-
sion for the magnetic field in the region Express your
answer in terms of rather than b. (c) Obtain an expression for the
current I contained in a circular cross section of radius and
centered at the cylinder axis. Express your answer in terms of 
rather than b. (d) Using Ampere’s law, derive an expression for the
magnetic field in the region (e) Evaluate the magnitude of
the magnetic field at and 
28.83 . An Infinite Current
Sheet. Long, straight conduc-
tors with square cross sections
and each carrying current I are
laid side by side to form an infi-
nite current sheet (Fig. P28.83).
The conductors lie in the 
xy-plane, are parallel to the 
y-axis, and carry current in the

There are n conductors per unit length measured
along the x-axis. (a) What are the magnitude and direction of the
magnetic field a distance a below the current sheet? (b) What are
the magnitude and direction of the magnetic field a distance a
above the current sheet?
28.84 . Long, straight conductors
with square cross section, each car-
rying current I, are laid side by side
to form an infinite current sheet
with current directed out of the
plane of the page (Fig. P28.84). A
second infinite current sheet is a
distance d below the first and is
parallel to it. The second sheet car-
ries current into the plane of the page. Each sheet has n conductors
per unit length. (Refer to Problem 28.83.) Calculate the magnitude
and direction of the net magnetic field at (a) point P (above the
upper sheet); (b) point R (midway between the two sheets); (c) point
S (below the lower sheet).
28.85 . CP A piece of iron has magnetization 

Find the average magnetic dipole moment per atom in
this piece of iron. Express your answer both in and in Bohr
magnetons. The density of iron is given in Table 14.1, and the
atomic mass of iron (in grams per mole) is given in Appendix D.
The chemical symbol for iron is Fe.

CHALLENGE PROBLEMS
28.86 ... A wide, long, insulating belt has a uniform positive
charge per unit area on its upper surface. Rollers at each end
move the belt to the right at a constant speed Calculate the mag-
nitude and direction of the magnetic field produced by the moving
belt at a point just above its surface. (Hint: At points near the sur-
face and far from its edges or ends, the moving belt can be consid-
ered to be an infinite current sheet like that in Problem 28.83.)
28.87 ... CP Two long, straight conducting wires with linear
mass density are suspended from cords so that they are each hor-
izontal, parallel to each other, and a distance d apart. The back
ends of the wires are connected to each other by a slack, low-
resistance connecting wire. A charged capacitor (capacitance C) is
now added to the system; the positive plate of the capacitor (initial
charge ) is connected to the front end of one of the wires, and
the negative plate of the capacitor (initial charge ) is con-
nected to the front end of the other wire (Fig. P28.87). Both of
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these connections are also made
by slack, low-resistance wires.
When the connection is made,
the wires are pushed aside by
the repulsive force between the
wires, and each wire has an ini-
tial horizontal velocity of mag-
nitude Assume that the time
constant for the capacitor to dis-
charge is negligible compared to
the time it takes for any appre-
ciable displacement in the position of the wires to occur. (a) Show
that the initial speed of either wire is given by

v0 =
m0Q 20

4plRCd

v0

v0.

where R is the total resistance of the circuit. (b) To what height h
will each wire rise as a result of the circuit connection?
28.88 ... CALC A wire in
the shape of a semicircle with
radius a is oriented in the 
yz-plane with its center of
curvature at the origin (Fig.
P28.88). If the current in the
wire is I, calculate the 
magnetic-field components
produced at point P, a distance
x out along the x-axis. (Note: Do not forget the contribution from the
straight wire at the bottom of the semicircle that runs from 
to You may use the fact that the fields of the two antiparal-
lel currents at cancel, but you must explain why they cancel.)z 7 a

z = +a.
z = -a

+
–

C

d

Figure P28.87
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P

I

I
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Figure P28.88

Chapter Opening Question ?
There would be no change in the magnetic field strength. From
Example 28.9 (Section 28.7), the field inside a solenoid has magni-
tude where n is the number of turns of wire per unit
length. Joining two solenoids end to end doubles both the number
of turns and the length, so the number of turns per unit length is
unchanged.

Test Your Understanding Questions
28.1 Answers: (a) (i), (b) (ii) The situation is the same as shown in
Fig. 28.2 except that the upper proton has velocity rather than

The magnetic field due to the lower proton is the same as
shown in Fig. 28.2, but the direction of the magnetic force

on the upper proton is reversed. Hence the magnetic
force is attractive. Since the speed is small compared to c, the
magnetic force is much smaller in magnitude than the repulsive
electric force and the net force is still repulsive.
28.2 Answer: (i) and (iii) (tie), (iv), (ii) From Eq. (28.5), the mag-
nitude of the field dB due to a current element of length dl carrying
current I is In this expression r is the
distance from the element to the field point, and is the angle
between the direction of the current and a vector from the current
element to the field point. All four points are the same distance

from the current element, so the value of dB is proportional
to the value of For the four points the angle is (i) 
(ii) (iii) and (iv) so the values of 
are (i) 1, (ii) 0, (iii) 1, and (iv) 
28.3 Answer: A This orientation will cause current to flow clock-
wise around the circuit. Hence current will flow south through the
wire that lies under the compass. From the right-hand rule for the
magnetic field produced by a long, straight, current-carrying con-
ductor, this will produce a magnetic field that points to the left at
the position of the compass (which lies atop the wire). The combi-
nation of the northward magnetic field of the earth and the west-
ward field produced by the current gives a net magnetic field to the
northwest, so the compass needle will swing counterclockwise to
align with this field.
28.4 Answers: (a) (i), (b) (iii), (c) (ii), (d) (iii) Current flows in the
same direction in adjacent turns of the coil, so the magnetic forces
between these turns are attractive. Current flows in opposite direc-
tions on opposite sides of the same turn, so the magnetic forces
between these sides are repulsive. Thus the magnetic forces on the

1>12 .
sinff = 45°,f = 90°,f = 0,

f = 90°,sinf.
r = L

f
dB = 1m>4p21I dl sinf>r 22.

v
FS ! qvS : BS
-vS.

vS

B = m0nI,

solenoid turns squeeze them together in the direction along its axis
but push them apart radially. The electric forces are zero because
the wire is electrically neutral, with as much positive charge as
there is negative charge.
28.5 Answers: (a) (ii), (b) (v) The vector is in the direction of

For a segment on the negative points
in the negative and Hence

which has a positive a negative
, and zero For a segment on the nega-

tive points in the positive and
Hence which has

a positive zero and a negative

28.6 Answer: (ii) Imagine carrying out the integral 
along an integration path that goes counterclockwise around the
red magnetic field line. At each point along the path the magnetic
field and the infinitesimal segment are both tangent to the
path, so is positive at each point and the integral is
likewise positive. It follows from Ampere’s law
and the right-hand rule that the integration path encloses a current
directed out of the plane of the page. There are no currents in the
empty space outside the magnet, so there must be currents inside
the magnet (see Section 28.8).
28.7 Answer: (iii) By symmetry, any field outside the cable
must circulate around the cable, with circular field lines like those
surrounding the solid cylindrical conductor in Fig. 28.20. Choose
an integration path like the one shown in Fig. 28.20 with radius

so that the path completely encloses the cable. As in Exam-
ple 28.8, the integral for this path has magnitude

From Ampere’s law this is equal to The net
enclosed current is zero because it includes two currents of
equal magnitude but opposite direction: one in the central wire and
one in the hollow cylinder. Hence and so for
any value of r outside the cable. (The field is nonzero inside the
cable; see Exercise 28.45.)
28.8 Answer: (i), (iv) Sodium and uranium are paramagnetic
materials and hence are attracted to a magnet, while bismuth and
lead are diamagnetic materials that are repelled by a magnet. (See
Table 28.1.)

Bridging Problem

Answer: B =
m0nQ

a

B = 0B12pr2 = 0,
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z-component.y-component
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Answers
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where R is the total resistance of the circuit. (b) To what height h
will each wire rise as a result of the circuit connection?
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magnetic-field components
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There would be no change in the magnetic field strength. From
Example 28.9 (Section 28.7), the field inside a solenoid has magni-
tude where n is the number of turns of wire per unit
length. Joining two solenoids end to end doubles both the number
of turns and the length, so the number of turns per unit length is
unchanged.

Test Your Understanding Questions
28.1 Answers: (a) (i), (b) (ii) The situation is the same as shown in
Fig. 28.2 except that the upper proton has velocity rather than

The magnetic field due to the lower proton is the same as
shown in Fig. 28.2, but the direction of the magnetic force

on the upper proton is reversed. Hence the magnetic
force is attractive. Since the speed is small compared to c, the
magnetic force is much smaller in magnitude than the repulsive
electric force and the net force is still repulsive.
28.2 Answer: (i) and (iii) (tie), (iv), (ii) From Eq. (28.5), the mag-
nitude of the field dB due to a current element of length dl carrying
current I is In this expression r is the
distance from the element to the field point, and is the angle
between the direction of the current and a vector from the current
element to the field point. All four points are the same distance

from the current element, so the value of dB is proportional
to the value of For the four points the angle is (i) 
(ii) (iii) and (iv) so the values of 
are (i) 1, (ii) 0, (iii) 1, and (iv) 
28.3 Answer: A This orientation will cause current to flow clock-
wise around the circuit. Hence current will flow south through the
wire that lies under the compass. From the right-hand rule for the
magnetic field produced by a long, straight, current-carrying con-
ductor, this will produce a magnetic field that points to the left at
the position of the compass (which lies atop the wire). The combi-
nation of the northward magnetic field of the earth and the west-
ward field produced by the current gives a net magnetic field to the
northwest, so the compass needle will swing counterclockwise to
align with this field.
28.4 Answers: (a) (i), (b) (iii), (c) (ii), (d) (iii) Current flows in the
same direction in adjacent turns of the coil, so the magnetic forces
between these turns are attractive. Current flows in opposite direc-
tions on opposite sides of the same turn, so the magnetic forces
between these sides are repulsive. Thus the magnetic forces on the
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solenoid turns squeeze them together in the direction along its axis
but push them apart radially. The electric forces are zero because
the wire is electrically neutral, with as much positive charge as
there is negative charge.
28.5 Answers: (a) (ii), (b) (v) The vector is in the direction of

For a segment on the negative points
in the negative and Hence
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28.6 Answer: (ii) Imagine carrying out the integral 
along an integration path that goes counterclockwise around the
red magnetic field line. At each point along the path the magnetic
field and the infinitesimal segment are both tangent to the
path, so is positive at each point and the integral is
likewise positive. It follows from Ampere’s law
and the right-hand rule that the integration path encloses a current
directed out of the plane of the page. There are no currents in the
empty space outside the magnet, so there must be currents inside
the magnet (see Section 28.8).
28.7 Answer: (iii) By symmetry, any field outside the cable
must circulate around the cable, with circular field lines like those
surrounding the solid cylindrical conductor in Fig. 28.20. Choose
an integration path like the one shown in Fig. 28.20 with radius

so that the path completely encloses the cable. As in Exam-
ple 28.8, the integral for this path has magnitude

From Ampere’s law this is equal to The net
enclosed current is zero because it includes two currents of
equal magnitude but opposite direction: one in the central wire and
one in the hollow cylinder. Hence and so for
any value of r outside the cable. (The field is nonzero inside the
cable; see Exercise 28.45.)
28.8 Answer: (i), (iv) Sodium and uranium are paramagnetic
materials and hence are attracted to a magnet, while bismuth and
lead are diamagnetic materials that are repelled by a magnet. (See
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 28.87. IDENTIFY:   The current-carrying wires repel each other magnetically, causing them to accelerate 
horizontally. Since gravity is vertical, it plays no initial role. 

SET UP:   The magnetic force per unit length is 
2

0 ,
2

F I
L d

µ
π

=  and the acceleration obeys the equation 

/ /  .F L m L a=  The rms current over a short discharge time is 0/ 2.I  
EXECUTE:   (a) First get the force per unit length: 

2 2 22
0 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 4 42
F I I V Q
L d d d R d RC

µ µ µ µ
π π π π
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Now apply Newton’s second law using the result above:
2

0 0 .
4

F m Qa a
L L d RC

µλ
π
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 Solving for a gives 
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=  From the kinematics equation 0 ,x x xv v a t= +  we have 
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(b) Conservation of energy gives 21
02mv mgh=  and 
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EVALUATE:   Once the wires have swung apart, we would have to consider gravity in applying Newton’s 
second law. 

 28.88. IDENTIFY:   There are two parts to the magnetic field: that from the half loop and that from the straight 
wire segment running from a−  to a. 
SET UP:   Apply Eq. (28.14). Let the φ  be the angle that locates dl  around the ring. 

EXECUTE:   
2

01
loop2 2 2 3/2( ) .

4( )x
IaB ring B

x a
µ= = −

+
 

0 0
2 2 2 2 1/2 2 2 3/2
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 using Eq. (28.8). The total field components are: 
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EVALUATE:   2 .y x
aB B
xπ

= −  yB  decreases faster than xB  as x increases. For very small 0, 
4x
Ix B
a

µ= −  

and 0 .
2y
IB
x
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π

=  In this limit xB  is the field at the center of curvature of a semicircle and yB  is the field of 

a long straight wire. 



Exercises 983

emf induced in the ring and (b) the electric field induced in the ring
change?
Q29.14 . A type-II superconductor in an external field between

and has regions that contain magnetic flux and have resist-
ance, and also has superconducting regions. What is the resistance
of a long, thin cylinder of such material?
Q29.15 Can one have a displacement current as well as a conduc-
tion current within a conductor? Explain.
Q29.16 Your physics study partner asks you to consider a parallel-
plate capacitor that has a dielectric completely filling the volume
between the plates. He then claims that Eqs. (29.13) and (29.14)
show that the conduction current in the dielectric equals the dis-
placement current in the dielectric. Do you agree? Explain.
Q29.17 Match the mathematical statements of Maxwell’s equa-
tions as given in Section 29.7 to these verbal statements. (a)
Closed electric field lines are evidently produced only by changing
magnetic flux. (b) Closed magnetic field lines are produced both
by the motion of electric charge and by changing electric flux. 
(c) Electric field lines can start on positive charges and end on neg-
ative charges. (d) Evidently there are no magnetic monopoles on
which to start and end magnetic field lines.
Q29.18 If magnetic monopoles existed, the right-hand side of 
Eq. (29.21) would include a term proportional to the current of
magnetic monopoles. Suppose a steady monopole current is mov-
ing in a long straight wire. Sketch the electric field lines that such a
current would produce.

EXERCISES
Section 29.2 Faraday’s Law
29.1 . A single loop of wire with an area of 0.0900 m2 is in a uni-
form magnetic field that has an initial value of 3.80 T, is perpendi-
cular to the plane of the loop, and is decreasing at a constant rate of
0.190 T s. (a) What emf is induced in this loop? (b) If the loop has
a resistance of find the current induced in the loop.
29.2 .. In a physics laboratory experiment, a coil with 200 turns
enclosing an area of is rotated in 0.040 s from a position
where its plane is perpendicular to the earth’s magnetic field to a
position where its plane is parallel to the field. The earth’s mag-
netic field at the lab location is (a) What is the total
magnetic flux through the coil before it is rotated? After it is
rotated? (b) What is the average emf induced in the coil?
29.3 .. Search Coils and Credit Cards. One practical way to
measure magnetic field strength uses a small, closely wound coil
called a search coil. The coil is initially held with its plane perpen-
dicular to a magnetic field. The coil is then either quickly rotated a
quarter-turn about a diameter or quickly pulled out of the field. (a)
Derive the equation relating the total charge Q that flows through a
search coil to the magnetic-field magnitude B. The search coil has
N turns, each with area A, and the flux through the coil is decreased
from its initial maximum value to zero in a time The resistance
of the coil is R, and the total charge is where I is the
average current induced by the change in flux. (b) In a credit card
reader, the magnetic strip on the back of a credit card is rapidly
“swiped” past a coil within the reader. Explain, using the same
ideas that underlie the operation of a search coil, how the reader
can decode the information stored in the pattern of magnetization
on the strip. (c) Is it necessary that the credit card be “swiped”
through the reader at exactly the right speed? Why or why not?
29.4 . A closely wound search coil (see Exercise 29.3) has an area
of 120 turns, and a resistance of It is connected60.0 Æ.3.20 cm2,

Q = I¢t,
¢t.

6.0 * 10-5 T.

12 cm2

0.600 Æ,
>

Bc2Bc1

to a charge-measuring instrument whose resistance is 
When the coil is rotated quickly from a position parallel to a uni-
form magnetic field to a position perpendicular to the field, the
instrument indicates a charge of What is the mag-
nitude of the field?
29.5 . A circular loop of wire with a radius of 12.0 cm and ori-
ented in the horizontal xy-plane is located in a region of uniform
magnetic field. A field of 1.5 T is directed along the positive 
z-direction, which is upward. (a) If the loop is removed from the
field region in a time interval of 2.0 ms, find the average emf that
will be induced in the wire loop during the extraction process. 
(b) If the coil is viewed looking down on it from above, is the
induced current in the loop clockwise or counterclockwise?
29.6 . CALC A coil 4.00 cm in radius, containing 500 turns, is
placed in a uniform magnetic field that varies with time according
to The coil is con-
nected to a resistor, and its plane is perpendicular to the
magnetic field. You can ignore the resistance of the coil. (a) Find
the magnitude of the induced emf in the coil as a function of time.
(b) What is the current in the resistor at time 
29.7 . CALC The current in the
long, straight wire AB shown in
Fig. E29.7 is upward and is
increasing steadily at a rate 
(a) At an instant when the current
is i, what are the magnitude and
direction of the field at a dis-
tance r to the right of the wire? 
(b) What is the flux through
the narrow, shaded strip? (c) What
is the total flux through the loop?
(d) What is the induced emf in 
the loop? (e) Evaluate the numeri-
cal value of the induced emf if

and
29.8 . CALC A flat, circular, steel
loop of radius 75 cm is at rest in a
uniform magnetic field, as shown in
an edge-on view in Fig. E29.8. The 
field is changing with time, accord-
ing to 
(a) Find the emf induced in the
loop as a function of time. (b) When
is the induced emf equal to of its initial value? (c) Find the
direction of the current induced in the loop, as viewed from above
the loop.
29.9 . Shrinking Loop. A circular loop of flexible iron wire
has an initial circumference of 165.0 cm, but its circumference is
decreasing at a constant rate of due to a tangential pull
on the wire. The loop is in a constant, uniform magnetic field ori-
ented perpendicular to the plane of the loop and with magnitude
0.500 T. (a) Find the emf induced in the loop at the instant when 
9.0 s have passed. (b) Find the direction of the induced current in
the loop as viewed looking along the direction of the magnetic
field.
29.10 . A closely wound rectangular coil of 80 turns has dimen-
sions of 25.0 cm by 40.0 cm. The plane of the coil is rotated from a
position where it makes an angle of 37.0° with a magnetic field of
1.10 T to a position perpendicular to the field. The rotation takes
0.0600 s. What is the average emf induced in the coil?

12.0 cm>s
1

10

11.4 T2e-10.057 s-12t.B1t2 =

9.60 A>s.di>dt =24.0 cm,
L =b = 36.0 cm,a = 12.0 cm,

d£B

B
S

di>dt.

t = 5.00 s?

600-Æ
B = 10.0120 T>s2t + 13.00 * 10-5 T>s42t 4.

3.56 * 10-5 C.

45.0 Æ.

a

i

i

b

dr

L

A

B
r

Figure E29.7

B

60°

S

Figure E29.8
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EXECUTE:   
5

4 2
(3.56 10 C)(105.0 )says 0.0973 T.

120(3.20 10  m )
NBA QRQ B
R NA

−

−
× Ω= = = =

×
 

EVALUATE:   A field of this magnitude is easily produced. 
 29.5. IDENTIFY:   Apply Faraday’s law. 

SET UP:   Let z+  be the positive direction for .
G
A  Therefore, the initial flux is positive and the final flux is 

zero. 

EXECUTE:   (a) and (b) 
2

3
0 (1.5 T) (0.120 m) 34 V.

2.0 10 s
B
t

πε −
∆Φ −= − = − = +

∆ ×
 Since ε  is positive and 

G
A  is 

toward us, the induced current is counterclockwise. 
EVALUATE:   The shorter the removal time, the larger the average induced emf. 

 29.6. IDENTIFY:   Apply Eq. (29.4). / .I Rε=  
SET UP:   / / .Bd dt AdB dtΦ =  

EXECUTE:   (a) 5 4 4( ) ((0.012 T/s) (3.00 10 T/s ) )BNd d dNA B NA t t
dt dt dt

ε −Φ= = = + ×  

4 4 3 4 3 3((0.012 T/s) (1.2 10 T/s ) ) 0.0302 V (3.02 10 V/s ) .NA t tε − −= + × = + ×  

(b) At 5 00 s,t = .  4 3 30 0302 V (3 02 10  V/s )(5 00 s) 0 0680 V.ε −= . + . × . = .  

40.0680 V 1.13 10 A.
600

I
R
ε −= = = ×

Ω
 

EVALUATE:   The rate of change of the flux is increasing in time, so the induced current is not constant but 
rather increases in time. 

 29.7. IDENTIFY:   Calculate the flux through the loop and apply Faraday’s law. 
SET UP:   To find the total flux integrate BdΦ over the width of the loop. The magnetic field of a long 

straight wire, at distance r from the wire, is 0 .
2
IB
r

µ
π

=  The direction of
G
B is given by the right-hand rule. 

EXECUTE:   (a) 0 ,
2
iB
r

µ
π

=  into the page. 

(b) 0 .
2B
id BdA Ldr
r

µ
π

Φ = =  

(c) 0 0 ln( / ).
2 2

b b
B Ba a

iL dr iLd b a
r

µ µ
π π

Φ = Φ = =∫ ∫  

(d) 0 ln( / ) .
2

Bd L dib a
dt dt

µε
π

Φ= =  

(e) 70(0.240 m) ln(0.360/0.120)(9.60 A/s) 5.06 10 V.
2

µε
π

−= = ×  

EVALUATE:   The induced emf is proportional to the rate at which the current in the long straight wire is 
changing 

 29.8. IDENTIFY:   Apply Faraday’s law. 
SET UP:   Let 

G
A  be upward in Figure E29.8 in the textbook. 

EXECUTE:   (a) ind ( )Bd d B Adt dtε ⊥
Φ

= =  

( ) 11(0 057s ) 2 1 (0 057s )
ind sin 60 sin 60 1 4 T ( )(sin 60 )(1 4 T)(0 057 s )t tdB dA A e r e

dt dt
ε π

−−− . − − .⎛ ⎞= ° = ° . = ° . .⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

1 12 1 (0.057s ) (0.057 s )
ind (0.75 m) (sin 60 )(1.4 T)(0.057 s ) (0.12 V) .t te eε π

− −− − −= ° =  

(b) 1 1
010 10 (0.12 V).ε ε= =  

1(0.057 s )1
10 (0.12 V) (0.12 V) .te

−−=  1ln(1/10) (0 057 s )t−= − .  and 40.4 s.t =  
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29.11 . CALC In a region of space, a magnetic field points in the
(toward the right). Its magnitude varies with posi-

tion according to the formula where and b are
positive constants, for A flat coil of area A moves with
uniform speed from right to left with the plane of its area
always perpendicular to this field. (a) What is the emf induced
in this coil while it is to the right of the origin? (b) As viewed
from the origin, what is the direction (clockwise or counter-
clockwise) of the current induced in the coil? (c) If instead the
coil moved from left to right, what would be the answers to parts
(a) and (b)?
29.12 . Back emf. A motor with a brush-and-commutator
arrangement, as described in Example 29.4, has a circular coil with
radius 2.5 cm and 150 turns of wire. The magnetic field has magni-
tude 0.060 T, and the coil rotates at (a) What is the
maximum emf induced in the coil? (b) What is the average back emf?
29.13 .. The armature of a small generator consists of a flat,
square coil with 120 turns and sides with a length of 1.60 cm. The
coil rotates in a magnetic field of 0.0750 T. What is the angular
speed of the coil if the maximum emf produced is 24.0 mV?
29.14 . A flat, rectangular coil of
dimensions l and w is pulled with uni-
form speed through a uniform magnetic
field B with the plane of its area perpen-
dicular to the field (Fig. E29.14). (a) Find
the emf induced in this coil. (b) If the
speed and magnetic field are both tripled,
what is the induced emf?

Section 29.3 Lenz’s Law
29.15 . A circular loop of wire is
in a region of spatially uniform
magnetic field, as shown in Fig.
E29.15. The magnetic field is
directed into the plane of the fig-
ure. Determine the direction
(clockwise or counterclockwise)
of the induced current in the loop
when (a) B is increasing; (b) B is
decreasing; (c) B is constant with
value Explain your reasoning.
29.16 . The current in Fig.
E29.16 obeys the equation 
where Find the direction (clock-
wise or counterclockwise) of the current
induced in the round coil for 
29.17 . Using Lenz’s law, determine the
direction of the current in resistor ab of
Fig. E29.17 when (a) switch S is opened
after having been closed for several min-
utes; (b) coil B is brought closer to coil A with the switch closed;
(c) the resistance of R is decreased while the switch remains
closed.

t 7 0.

b 7 0.
I(t2 = I0e-bt,

B0.

v

440 rev>min.

v
x Ú 0.

B0Bx = B0 + bx,
+x-direction

29.18 . A cardboard tube is
wrapped with two windings of
insulated wire wound in oppo-
site directions, as shown in Fig.
E29.18. Terminals a and b of
winding A may be connected to
a battery through a reversing
switch. State whether the
induced current in the resistor R
is from left to right or from
right to left in the following cir-
cumstances: (a) the current in winding A is from a to b and is
increasing; (b) the current in winding A is from b to a and is decreas-
ing; (c) the current in winding A is from b to a and is increasing.
29.19 . A small, circular ring is
inside a larger loop that is con-
nected to a battery and a switch, as
shown in Fig. E29.19. Use Lenz’s
law to find the direction of the cur-
rent induced in the small ring 
(a) just after switch S is closed; (b)
after S has been closed a long time;
(c) just after S has been reopened
after being closed a long time.
29.20 . A circular loop of wire with
radius and resistance

is in a region of spatially
uniform magnetic field, as shown in Fig.
E29.20. The magnetic field is directed out
of the plane of the figure. The magnetic
field has an initial value of 8.00 T and 
is decreasing at a rate of

. (a) Is the induced current in
the loop clockwise or counterclockwise?
(b) What is the rate at which electrical energy is being dissipated by
the resistance of the loop?
29.21 . CALC A circular loop of wire
with radius and resist-
ance is in a region of spa-
tially uniform magnetic field, as shown
in Fig. E29.21. The magnetic field is
directed into the plane of the figure. 
At , . The magnetic field
then begins increasing, with

. What is the current in
the loop (magnitude and direction) at
the instant when ?

Section 29.4 Motional Electromotive Force
29.22 . A rectangular loop of wire with dimensions 1.50 cm by
8.00 cm and resistance is being pulled to the right out
of a region of uniform magnetic field. The magnetic field has mag-
nitude and is directed into the plane of Fig. E29.22. AtB = 3.50 T

R = 0.600 Æ

B = 1.33 T

s32t 310.380 T> B1t2 =
B = 0t = 0

0.390 ÆR =
0.0250 mr =

-0.680 T>s dB>dt =

R = 0.160 Æ
r = 0.0480 m

v
B
Sl

w

Figure E29.14

10.0 cm

a

b

B
S

Figure E29.15

I

Figure E29.16

+
a b

A B

R

S

Figure E29.17

Winding B
Winding A

R

a b

Figure E29.18

S

Figure E29.19

r

B
S

Figure E29.20

r

B
S

Figure E29.21

v

B
S

Figure E29.22
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 29.18. IDENTIFY:   Apply Lenz’s law. 
SET UP:   The field of the induced current is directed to oppose the change in flux in the primary circuit. 
EXECUTE:   (a) The magnetic field in A is to the left and is increasing. The flux is increasing so the field 
due to the induced current in B is to the right. To produce magnetic field to the right, the induced current 
flows through R from right to left. 
(b) The magnetic field in A is to the right and is decreasing. The flux is decreasing so the field due to the 
induced current in B is to the right. To produce magnetic field to the right the induced current flows 
through R from right to left. 
(c) The magnetic field in A is to the right and is increasing. The flux is increasing so the field due to the 
induced current in B is to the left. To produce magnetic field to the left the induced current flows through  
R from left to right. 
EVALUATE:   The direction of the induced current depends on the direction of the external magnetic field 
and whether the flux due to this field is increasing or decreasing. 

 29.19. IDENTIFY and SET UP:   Lenz’s law requires that the flux of the induced current opposes the change in flux. 
EXECUTE:   (a) isBΦ :  and increasing so the flux indΦ of the induced current is ⊗ and the induced 
current is clockwise. 
(b) The current reaches a constant value so BΦ is constant. / 0Bd dtΦ = and there is no induced current. 
(c) isBΦ : and decreasing, so ind isΦ : and current is counterclockwise. 
EVALUATE:   Only a change in flux produces an induced current. The induced current is in one direction 
when the current in the outer ring is increasing and is in the opposite direction when that current is 
decreasing. 

 29.20. IDENTIFY:   The changing flux through the loop due to the changing magnetic field induces a current in the 
wire. Energy is dissipated by the resistance of the wire due to the induced current in it.  

SET UP:   The magnitude of the induced emf is 2 2, , / .Bd dBr P I R I R
dt dt

ε π εΦ= = = =  

EXECUTE:   (a)
G
B is out of page and BΦ is decreasing, so the field of the induced current is directed out of 

the page inside the loop and the induced current is counterclockwise. 

(b) 2 .Bd dBr
dt dt

ε πΦ= = The current due to the emf is 

2 2(0.0480 m) (0.680 T/s) 0.03076 A.
0.160

r dBI
R R dt
ε π π= = = =

Ω
The rate of energy dissipation is 

2 2 4(0.03076 A) (0.160 ) 1.51 10 W.P I R −= = Ω = ×  
EVALUATE:   Both the current and resistance are small, so the power is also small. 

 29.21. IDENTIFY:   The changing flux through the loop due to the changing magnetic field induces a current  
in the wire.  

SET UP:   The magnitude of the induced emf is 2 , / .Bd dBr I R
dt dt

ε π εΦ= = =  

EXECUTE:   
G
B is into the page and BΦ is increasing, so the field of the induced current is directed out of 

the page inside the loop and the induced current is counterclockwise.  
2 2 3 2 3 2 2(0.0250 m) (0.380 T/s )(3 ) (2.238 10 V/s ) .Bd dBr t t

dt dt
ε π π −Φ= = = = ×

3 2 2(5.739 10 A/s ) .I t
R
ε −= = ×  When 1.33 T,B =  we have 3 31 33 T (0 380 T/s ) ,t. = . which gives 

1.518 s.t =  At this t, 3 2 2(5.739 10 A/s )(1.518 s) 0.0132 A.I −= × =  
EVALUATE:   As the field changes, the current will also change. 

 29.22. IDENTIFY:   The magnetic flux through the loop is decreasing, so an emf will be induced in the loop, which 
will induce a current in the loop. The magnetic field will exert a force on the loop due to this current. 
SET UP:   The motional ε is , / , and .BvBL I R F ILBε ε= = =  
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the instant when the speed of the loop is 3.00 m s and it is still par-
tially in the field region, what force (magnitude and direction) does
the magnetic field exert on the loop?
29.23 . In Fig. E29.23 a conducting
rod of length moves in a
magnetic field of magnitude 0.450 T
directed into the plane of the figure. The
rod moves with speed 
in the direction shown. (a) What is the
potential difference between the ends
of the rod? (b) Which point, a or b, is
at higher potential? (c) When the charges in the rod are in equilib-
rium, what are the magnitude and direction of the electric field
within the rod? (d) When the charges in the rod are in equilibrium,
which point, a or b, has an excess of positive charge? (e) What is
the potential difference across the rod if it moves (i) parallel to ab
and (ii) directly out of the page?
29.24 . A rectangle measuring
30.0 cm by 40.0 cm is located
inside a region of a spatially uni-
form magnetic field of 1.25 T,
with the field perpendicular to the
plane of the coil (Fig. E29.24).
The coil is pulled out at a steady
rate of traveling per-
pendicular to the field lines. The
region of the field ends abruptly as shown. Find the emf induced in
this coil when it is (a) all inside the field; (b) partly inside the field;
(c) all outside the field.
29.25 . Are Motional emfs a Practical Source of Electricity?
How fast (in and mph) would a 5.00-cm copper bar have to
move at right angles to a 0.650-T magnetic field to generate 1.50 V
(the same as a AA battery) across its ends? Does this seem like a
practical way to generate electricity?
29.26 . Motional emfs in Transportation. Airplanes and
trains move through the earth’s magnetic field at rather high speeds,
so it is reasonable to wonder whether this field can have a substan-
tial effect on them. We shall use a typical value of 0.50 G for the
earth’s field (a) The French TGV train and the Japanese “bullet
train” reach speeds of up to 180 mph moving on tracks about 1.5 m
apart. At top speed moving perpendicular to the earth’s magnetic
field, what potential difference is induced across the tracks as the
wheels roll? Does this seem large enough to produce noticeable
effects? (b) The Boeing 747-400 aircraft has a wingspan of 64.4 m
and a cruising speed of 565 mph. If there is no wind blowing (so
that this is also their speed relative to the ground), what is the maxi-
mum potential difference that could be induced between the oppo-
site tips of the wings? Does this seem large enough to cause
problems with the plane?
29.27 . The conducting rod
ab shown in Fig. E29.27 makes
contact with metal rails ca and
db. The apparatus is in a uni-
form magnetic field of 0.800 T,
perpendicular to the plane of
the figure (a) Find the magni-
tude of the emf induced in the
rod when it is moving toward the right with a speed 
(b) In what direction does the current flow in the rod? (c) If the
resistance of the circuit abdc is (assumed to be constant),
find the force (magnitude and direction) required to keep the rod
moving to the right with a constant speed of You can7.50 m>s.

1.50 Æ

7.50 m>s.

m>s

2.00 cm>s

5.00 m>sv =

B
S

L = 30.0 cm

> ignore friction. (d) Compare the rate at which mechanical work is
done by the force with the rate at which thermal energy is
developed in the circuit 
29.28 . A 1.50-m-long metal bar
is pulled to the right at a steady

perpendicular to a uni-
form, 0.750-T magnetic field. The
bar rides on parallel metal rails
connected through a resis-
tor, as shown in Fig. E29.28, so
the apparatus makes a complete
circuit. You can ignore the resistance of the bar and the rails. 
(a) Calculate the magnitude of the emf induced in the circuit. 
(b) Find the direction of the current induced in the circuit (i) using
the magnetic force on the charges in the moving bar; (ii) using
Faraday’s law; (iii) using Lenz’s law. (c) Calculate the current
through the resistor.
29.29 . A 0.360-m-long metal
bar is pulled to the left by an
applied force F. The bar rides on
parallel metal rails connected
through a resistor, as
shown in Fig. E29.29, so the
apparatus makes a complete cir-
cuit. You can ignore the resist-
ance of the bar and rails. The
circuit is in a uniform 0.650-T magnetic field that is directed out of
the plane of the figure. At the instant when the bar is moving to the
left at 5.90 m s, (a) is the induced current in the circuit clockwise
or counterclockwise and (b) what is the rate at which the applied
force is doing work on the bar?
29.30 . Consider the circuit shown in Fig. E29.29, but with the
bar moving to the right with speed . As in Exercise 29.29, the bar
has length 0.360 m, , and . (a) Is the
induced current in the circuit clockwise or counterclockwise? 
(b) At an instant when the resistor is dissipating electrical
energy at a rate of , what is the speed of the bar?
29.31 . A 0.250-m-long bar
moves on parallel rails that are
connected through a 
resistor, as shown in Fig. E29.31,
so the apparatus makes a complete
circuit. You can ignore the resist-
ance of the bar and rails. The cir-
cuit is in a uniform magnetic field

that is directed into the plane of the figure. At an
instant when the induced current in the circuit is counterclockwise
and equal to 1.75 A, what is the velocity of the bar (magnitude and
direction)?
29.32 . . BIO Measuring
Blood Flow. Blood con-
tains positive and negative
ions and thus is a conductor.
A blood vessel, therefore, can
be viewed as an electrical
wire. We can even picture the
flowing blood as a series of parallel conducting slabs whose thick-
ness is the diameter d of the vessel moving with speed . (See 
Fig. E29.32.) (a) If the blood vessel is placed in a magnetic field B
perpendicular to the vessel, as in the figure, show that the
motional potential difference induced across it is (b) If
you expect that the blood will be flowing at 15 cm s for a vessel>E = vBd.

v

B = 1.20 T

6.00-Æ

0.840 J>s45.0-Æ

B = 0.650 TR = 45.0 Æ
v

>

45.0-Æ

25.0-Æ

5.0 m>s
1I 2R2.1Fv2

a

b

v

B

L

S

Figure E29.23

2.00 cm/s

30.0 cm

40
.0

 c
m

B
S

Figure E29.24

v

a

b

c

d

50.0 cmB
S

Figure E29.27

a

b

R B
S

Figure E29.28

R

B
S

v

Figure E29.29

R B
S

Figure E29.31

d

B
S

v

Figure E29.32
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5.0 mm in diameter, what strength of magnetic field will you need
to produce a potential difference of 1.0 mV? (c) Show that the
volume rate of flow (R) of the blood is equal to 
(Note: Although the method developed here is useful in measur-
ing the rate of blood flow in a vessel, it is limited to use in surgery
because measurement of the potential must be made directly
across the vessel.)
29.33 . A 1.41-m bar moves through
a uniform, 1.20-T magnetic field with
a speed of (Fig. E29.33). In
each case, find the emf induced
between the ends of this bar and iden-
tify which, if any, end (a or b) is at
the higher potential. The bar moves in
the direction of (a) the (b)
the (c) the (d)
How should this bar move so that the emf across its ends has the
greatest possible value with b at a higher potential than a, and what
is this maximum emf?
29.34 .. A rectangular circuit is moved at a constant velocity of 
3.0 m s into, through, and then out of a uniform 1.25-T magnetic
field, as shown in Fig. E29.34. The magnetic-field region is consid-
erably wider than 50.0 cm. Find the magnitude and direction (clock-
wise or counterclockwise) of the current induced in the circuit as it is
(a) going into the magnetic field; (b) totally within the magnetic
field, but still moving; and (c) moving out of the field. (d) Sketch a
graph of the current in this circuit as a function of time, including the
preceding three cases.

Section 29.5 Induced Electric Fields
29.35 . The magnetic field within a long, straight solenoid with a
circular cross section and radius R is increasing at a rate of 
(a) What is the rate of change of flux through a circle with radius 
inside the solenoid, normal to the axis of the solenoid, and with
center on the solenoid axis? (b) Find the magnitude of the induced
electric field inside the solenoid, at a distance from its axis. Show
the direction of this field in a diagram. (c) What is the magnitude of
the induced electric field outside the solenoid, at a distance 
from the axis? (d) Graph the magnitude of the induced electric field
as a function of the distance r from the axis from to 
(e) What is the magnitude of the induced emf in a circular turn of
radius that has its center on the solenoid axis? (f) What is the
magnitude of the induced emf if the radius in part (e) is R? (g) What
is the induced emf if the radius in part (e) is 2R?
29.36 .. A long, thin solenoid has 900 turns per meter and
radius 2.50 cm. The current in the solenoid is increasing at a uni-
form rate of What is the magnitude of the induced elec-
tric field at a point near the center of the solenoid and (a) 0.500 cm
from the axis of the solenoid; (b) 1.00 cm from the axis of the
solenoid?
29.37 .. A long, thin solenoid has 400 turns per meter and radius
1.10 cm. The current in the solenoid is increasing at a uniform rate

The induced electric field at a point near the center of the sole-
noid and 3.50 cm from its axis is Calculate di>dt.8.00 * 10-6 V>m.
di>dt.

60.0 A>s.

R>2 r = 2R.r = 0

r2

r1

r1

dB>dt.

>
+z-axis.-y-axis;
+x-axis;

2.50 m>s
E

R = pEd>4B.

29.38 . A metal ring 4.50 cm in diameter is placed between the
north and south poles of large magnets with the plane of its area
perpendicular to the magnetic field. These magnets produce an ini-
tial uniform field of 1.12 T between them but are gradually pulled
apart, causing this field to remain uniform but decrease steadily at

(a) What is the magnitude of the electric field induced
in the ring? (b) In which direction (clockwise or counterclockwise)
does the current flow as viewed by someone on the south pole of
the magnet?
29.39 . A long, straight solenoid with a cross-sectional area of

is wound with 90 turns of wire per centimeter, and the
windings carry a current of 0.350 A. A second winding of 12 turns
encircles the solenoid at its center. The current in the solenoid is
turned off such that the magnetic field of the solenoid becomes
zero in 0.0400 s. What is the average induced emf in the second
winding?
29.40 . The magnetic field at all points within the colored cir-
cle shown in Fig. E29.15 has an initial magnitude of 0.750 T. (The
circle could represent approximately the space inside a long, thin
solenoid.) The magnetic field is directed into the plane of the dia-
gram and is decreasing at the rate of (a) What is the
shape of the field lines of the induced electric field shown in Fig.
E29.15, within the colored circle? (b) What are the magnitude and
direction of this field at any point on the circular conducting ring
with radius 0.100 m? (c) What is the current in the ring if its resist-
ance is (d) What is the emf between points a and b on the
ring? (e) If the ring is cut at some point and the ends are separated
slightly, what will be the emf between the ends?

Section 29.7 Displacement Current 
and Maxwell’s Equations
29.41 . CALC The electric flux through a certain area of a dielec-
tric is The displacement current through
that area is 12.9 pA at time ms. Calculate the dielectric
constant for the dielectric.
29.42 . A parallel-plate, air-filled capacitor is being charged as in
Fig. 29.22. The circular plates have radius 4.00 cm, and at a partic-
ular instant the conduction current in the wires is 0.280 A. (a)
What is the displacement current density in the air space
between the plates? (b) What is the rate at which the electric field
between the plates is changing? (c) What is the induced magnetic
field between the plates at a distance of 2.00 cm from the axis? 
(d) At 1.00 cm from the axis?
29.43 . Displacement Current in a Dielectric. Suppose that
the parallel plates in Fig. 29.22 have an area of and are
separated by a 2.50-mm-thick sheet of dielectric that completely
fills the volume between the plates. The dielectric has dielectric
constant 4.70. (You can ignore fringing effects.) At a certain
instant, the potential difference between the plates is 120 V and the
conduction current equals 6.00 mA. At this instant, what are (a)
the charge q on each plate; (b) the rate of change of charge on the
plates; (c) the displacement current in the dielectric?
29.44 . CALC In Fig. 29.22 the capacitor plates have area

and separation 2.00 mm. The plates are in vacuum. The
charging current has a constant value of 1.80 mA. At the
charge on the plates is zero. (a) Calculate the charge on the plates,
the electric field between the plates, and the potential difference
between the plates when (b) Calculate the
time rate of change of the electric field between the plates. Does

vary in time? (c) Calculate the displacement current density
between the plates, and from this the total displacement current
How do and compare?iDiCiD.

jD
dE>dt

dE>dt,t = 0.500 ms.

t = 0iC

5.00 cm2

iC

3.00 cm2

jD

t = 26.1
18.76 * 103 V # m>s42t 4.

4.00 Æ?

-0.0350 T>s.

B
S

8.00 cm2

0.250 T>s.

B

y

x37.0°

b

a

O

S

Figure E29.33

B (1.25 T)
S

75.0 cm

3.0 m/s

50.0 cm

12.5 V

Figure E29.34
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29.30.  IDENTIFY:   The motion of the bar due to the applied force causes a motional emf to be induced across the 
ends of the bar, which induces a current through the bar and through the resistor. This current dissipates 
energy in the resistor. 
SET UP:   2 ,RP I R= .BvL IRε = =   

EXECUTE:   (a)
G
B is out of the page and BΦ is increasing, so the field of the induced current is into the page 

inside the loop and the induced current is clockwise. 

(b) 2
RP I R=  so 0.840 W 0.1366 A.

45.0
RPI

R
= = =

Ω
emf .BvLI

R R
= =  

(0.1366 A)(45.0 ) 26.3 m/s.
(0.650 T)(0.360 m)

IRv
BL

Ω= = =  

EXECUTE:   This speed is around 60 mph, so it would not be very practical to generate energy this way. 
 29.31. IDENTIFY:   The motion of the bar causes an emf to be induced across its ends, which induces a current  

in the circuit. 
SET UP:   , / .BvL I Rε ε= =  

EXECUTE:   B
G
F  on the bar is to the left so Gv  is to the right. Using BvLε = and / ,I Rε= we have .BvLI

R
=  

(1.75 A)(6.00 ) 35.0 m/s.
(1.20 T)(0.250 m)

IRv
BL

Ω= = =  

EVALUATE:   This speed is greater than 60 mph! 
 29.32. IDENTIFY:   A motional emf is induced across the blood vessel. 

SET UP and SOLVE:   (a) Each slab of flowing blood has maximum width d and is moving perpendicular to 
the field with speed v. vBLε = becomes .vBdε =  

(b) 
3

3
1.0 10 V 1.3 T.

(0.15 m/s)(5.0 10 m)
B

vd
ε −

−
×= = =

×
 

(c) The blood vessel has cross-sectional area 2/4.A dπ= The volume of blood that flows past a cross 

section of the vessel in time t is 2( /4) .d vtπ  The volume flow rate is 2volume/time /4.R d vπ= = v
Bd
ε=  

so 
2

.
4 4
d dR

Bd B
π ε πε⎛ ⎞=  =⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 

EVALUATE:   A very strong magnetic field (1.3 T) is required to produce a small potential difference of 
only 1 mV. 

 29.33. IDENTIFY:   A bar moving in a magnetic field has an emf induced across its ends. 
SET UP:   The induced potential is ε = vBL sin φ. 
EXECUTE:   Note that φ = 90° in all these cases because the bar moved perpendicular to the magnetic field. 
But the effective length of the bar, L sin θ, is different in each case. 
(a) ε = vBL sin θ  = (2.50 m/s)(1.20 T)(1.41 m) sin (37.0°) = 2.55 V, with a at the higher potential because 
positive charges are pushed toward that end. 
(b) Same as (a) except θ  = 53.0°, giving 3.38 V, with a at the higher potential. 
(c) Zero, since the velocity is parallel to the magnetic field. 
(d) The bar must move perpendicular to its length, for which the emf is 4.23 V. For Vb > Va, it must move 
upward and to the left (toward the second quadrant) perpendicular to its length. 
EVALUATE:   The orientation of the bar affects the potential induced across its ends. 

 29.34. IDENTIFY:   While the circuit is entering and leaving the region of the magnetic field, the flux through it 
will be changing. This change will induce an emf in the circuit. 
SET UP:   When the loop is entering or leaving the region of magnetic field the flux through it is changing 
and there is an induced emf. The magnitude of this induced emf is .BLvε =  The length L is 0.750 m. 
When the loop is totally within the field the flux through the loop is not changing so there is no induced 

emf. The induced current has magnitude I
R
ε=  and direction given by Lenz’s law. 
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5.0 mm in diameter, what strength of magnetic field will you need
to produce a potential difference of 1.0 mV? (c) Show that the
volume rate of flow (R) of the blood is equal to 
(Note: Although the method developed here is useful in measur-
ing the rate of blood flow in a vessel, it is limited to use in surgery
because measurement of the potential must be made directly
across the vessel.)
29.33 . A 1.41-m bar moves through
a uniform, 1.20-T magnetic field with
a speed of (Fig. E29.33). In
each case, find the emf induced
between the ends of this bar and iden-
tify which, if any, end (a or b) is at
the higher potential. The bar moves in
the direction of (a) the (b)
the (c) the (d)
How should this bar move so that the emf across its ends has the
greatest possible value with b at a higher potential than a, and what
is this maximum emf?
29.34 .. A rectangular circuit is moved at a constant velocity of 
3.0 m s into, through, and then out of a uniform 1.25-T magnetic
field, as shown in Fig. E29.34. The magnetic-field region is consid-
erably wider than 50.0 cm. Find the magnitude and direction (clock-
wise or counterclockwise) of the current induced in the circuit as it is
(a) going into the magnetic field; (b) totally within the magnetic
field, but still moving; and (c) moving out of the field. (d) Sketch a
graph of the current in this circuit as a function of time, including the
preceding three cases.

Section 29.5 Induced Electric Fields
29.35 . The magnetic field within a long, straight solenoid with a
circular cross section and radius R is increasing at a rate of 
(a) What is the rate of change of flux through a circle with radius 
inside the solenoid, normal to the axis of the solenoid, and with
center on the solenoid axis? (b) Find the magnitude of the induced
electric field inside the solenoid, at a distance from its axis. Show
the direction of this field in a diagram. (c) What is the magnitude of
the induced electric field outside the solenoid, at a distance 
from the axis? (d) Graph the magnitude of the induced electric field
as a function of the distance r from the axis from to 
(e) What is the magnitude of the induced emf in a circular turn of
radius that has its center on the solenoid axis? (f) What is the
magnitude of the induced emf if the radius in part (e) is R? (g) What
is the induced emf if the radius in part (e) is 2R?
29.36 .. A long, thin solenoid has 900 turns per meter and
radius 2.50 cm. The current in the solenoid is increasing at a uni-
form rate of What is the magnitude of the induced elec-
tric field at a point near the center of the solenoid and (a) 0.500 cm
from the axis of the solenoid; (b) 1.00 cm from the axis of the
solenoid?
29.37 .. A long, thin solenoid has 400 turns per meter and radius
1.10 cm. The current in the solenoid is increasing at a uniform rate

The induced electric field at a point near the center of the sole-
noid and 3.50 cm from its axis is Calculate di>dt.8.00 * 10-6 V>m.
di>dt.

60.0 A>s.

R>2 r = 2R.r = 0

r2

r1

r1

dB>dt.

>
+z-axis.-y-axis;
+x-axis;

2.50 m>s
E

R = pEd>4B.

29.38 . A metal ring 4.50 cm in diameter is placed between the
north and south poles of large magnets with the plane of its area
perpendicular to the magnetic field. These magnets produce an ini-
tial uniform field of 1.12 T between them but are gradually pulled
apart, causing this field to remain uniform but decrease steadily at

(a) What is the magnitude of the electric field induced
in the ring? (b) In which direction (clockwise or counterclockwise)
does the current flow as viewed by someone on the south pole of
the magnet?
29.39 . A long, straight solenoid with a cross-sectional area of

is wound with 90 turns of wire per centimeter, and the
windings carry a current of 0.350 A. A second winding of 12 turns
encircles the solenoid at its center. The current in the solenoid is
turned off such that the magnetic field of the solenoid becomes
zero in 0.0400 s. What is the average induced emf in the second
winding?
29.40 . The magnetic field at all points within the colored cir-
cle shown in Fig. E29.15 has an initial magnitude of 0.750 T. (The
circle could represent approximately the space inside a long, thin
solenoid.) The magnetic field is directed into the plane of the dia-
gram and is decreasing at the rate of (a) What is the
shape of the field lines of the induced electric field shown in Fig.
E29.15, within the colored circle? (b) What are the magnitude and
direction of this field at any point on the circular conducting ring
with radius 0.100 m? (c) What is the current in the ring if its resist-
ance is (d) What is the emf between points a and b on the
ring? (e) If the ring is cut at some point and the ends are separated
slightly, what will be the emf between the ends?

Section 29.7 Displacement Current 
and Maxwell’s Equations
29.41 . CALC The electric flux through a certain area of a dielec-
tric is The displacement current through
that area is 12.9 pA at time ms. Calculate the dielectric
constant for the dielectric.
29.42 . A parallel-plate, air-filled capacitor is being charged as in
Fig. 29.22. The circular plates have radius 4.00 cm, and at a partic-
ular instant the conduction current in the wires is 0.280 A. (a)
What is the displacement current density in the air space
between the plates? (b) What is the rate at which the electric field
between the plates is changing? (c) What is the induced magnetic
field between the plates at a distance of 2.00 cm from the axis? 
(d) At 1.00 cm from the axis?
29.43 . Displacement Current in a Dielectric. Suppose that
the parallel plates in Fig. 29.22 have an area of and are
separated by a 2.50-mm-thick sheet of dielectric that completely
fills the volume between the plates. The dielectric has dielectric
constant 4.70. (You can ignore fringing effects.) At a certain
instant, the potential difference between the plates is 120 V and the
conduction current equals 6.00 mA. At this instant, what are (a)
the charge q on each plate; (b) the rate of change of charge on the
plates; (c) the displacement current in the dielectric?
29.44 . CALC In Fig. 29.22 the capacitor plates have area

and separation 2.00 mm. The plates are in vacuum. The
charging current has a constant value of 1.80 mA. At the
charge on the plates is zero. (a) Calculate the charge on the plates,
the electric field between the plates, and the potential difference
between the plates when (b) Calculate the
time rate of change of the electric field between the plates. Does

vary in time? (c) Calculate the displacement current density
between the plates, and from this the total displacement current
How do and compare?iDiCiD.

jD
dE>dt

dE>dt,t = 0.500 ms.

t = 0iC

5.00 cm2

iC

3.00 cm2

jD

t = 26.1
18.76 * 103 V # m>s42t 4.

4.00 Æ?

-0.0350 T>s.

B
S

8.00 cm2

0.250 T>s.

B

y

x37.0°

b

a

O

S

Figure E29.33

B (1.25 T)
S

75.0 cm

3.0 m/s

50.0 cm

12.5 V

Figure E29.34
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Figure 29.35 

 

 29.36. IDENTIFY:   Use Eq. (29.10) to calculate the induced electric field E at a distance r from the center of the 
solenoid. Away from the ends of the solenoid, 0B nIµ=  inside and 0B =  outside. 
(a) SET UP:   The end view of the solenoid is sketched in Figure 29.36. 

 

 Let R be the radius of the solenoid. 

Figure 29.36   
 

Apply Bddl
dt
Φ⋅ = −∫

GG
v E  to an integration path that is a circle of radius r, where .r R<  We need to 

calculate just the magnitude of E so we can take absolute values. 
EXECUTE:   (2 )dl E rπ⋅ = ∫

GG
v E  

2 2

2

1
2

0 0

,

implies (2 )

, so

B
B

B

d dBB r r
dt dt

d dBd E r r
dt dt

dBE r
dt

dB dIB nI n
dt dt

π π

π π

µ µ

ΦΦ = − =

Φ⋅ = − =

=

= =

∫
GG

v E l
 

Thus 7 1 41 1
02 2 (0.00500 m)(4 10  T m/A)(900 m )(60.0 A/s) 1.70 10 V/m.dIE r n
dt

µ π − − −= = × ⋅ = ×  

(b) 0.0100 cmr =  is still inside the solenoid so the expression in part (a) applies. 

7 1 41 1
02 2 (0.0100 m)(4 10 T m/A)(900 m )(60.0 A/s) 3.39 10 V/mdIE r n
dt

µ π − − −= = × ⋅ = ×  

EVALUATE:   Inside the solenoid E is proportional to r, so E doubles when r doubles. 
 29.37. IDENTIFY:   Apply Eq. (29.11) with 0 .B niAµΦ =  

SET UP:   2,A rπ= where 0.0110 m.r = In Eq. (29.11), 0.0350 m.r =  

EXECUTE:   0 0( ) ( )Bd d d diBA niA nA
dt dt dt dt

ε µ µΦ= = = =  and (2 ).E rε π=  Therefore, 
0

2 .di E r
dt nA

π
µ

=  

( )
6

21
0

(8.00 10  V/m)2 (0.0350 m) 9.21 A/s.
(400 m ) 0.0110 m

di
dt

π
µ π

−

−
×= =  
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29.45 . CALC Displacement Current in a Wire. A long,
straight, copper wire with a circular cross-sectional area of
carries a current of 16 A. The resistivity of the material is 

(a) What is the uniform electric field in the material?
(b) If the current is changing at the rate of at what rate is
the electric field in the material changing? (c) What is the displace-
ment current density in the material in part (b)? (Hint: Since K for
copper is very close to 1, use (d) If the current is changing
as in part (b), what is the magnitude of the magnetic field 6.0 cm
from the center of the wire? Note that both the conduction current
and the displacement current should be included in the calculation
of B. Is the contribution from the displacement current significant?

Section 29.8 Superconductivity
29.46 . At temperatures near absolute zero, approaches 0.142 T
for vanadium, a type-I superconductor. The normal phase of vana-
dium has a magnetic susceptibility close to zero. Consider a long,
thin vanadium cylinder with its axis parallel to an external magnetic
field in the -direction. At points far from the ends of the cylin-
der, by symmetry, all the magnetic vectors are parallel to the x-axis.
At temperatures near absolute zero, what are the resultant magnetic
field and the magnetization inside and outside the cylinder (far
from the ends) for (a) and (b) 
29.47 . The compound is a type-II superconductor. At temper-
atures near absolute zero the two critical fields are 
and The normal phase of has a magnetic sus-
ceptibility close to zero. A long, thin cylinder has its axis par-
allel to an external magnetic field in the -direction. At points
far from the ends of the cylinder, by symmetry, all the magnetic
vectors are parallel to the x-axis. At a temperature near absolute
zero, the external magnetic field is slowly increased from zero.
What are the resultant magnetic field and the magnetization 
inside the cylinder at points far from its ends (a) just before the
magnetic flux begins to penetrate the material, and (b) just after the
material becomes completely normal?

PROBLEMS
29.48 ... CALC A Changing Magnetic Field. You are testing a
new data-acquisition system. This system allows you to record a
graph of the current in a circuit as a function of time. As part of the
test, you are using a circuit made up of a 4.00-cm-radius, 500-turn
coil of copper wire connected in series to a resistor. Copper
has resistivity and the wire used for the coil
has diameter 0.0300 mm. You place the coil on a table that is tilted

from the horizontal and that lies between the poles of an
electromagnet. The electromagnet generates a vertically upward
magnetic field that is zero for equal to 

for and equal to 0.240 T for
(a) Draw the graph that should be produced by your

data-acquisition system. (This is a full-featured system, so the
graph will include labels and numerical values on its axes.) (b) If
you were looking vertically downward at the coil, would the cur-
rent be flowing clockwise or counterclockwise?
29.49 .. CP CALC In the circuit shown in Fig. P29.49 the capaci-
tor has capacitance and is initially charged to 100 V
with the polarity shown. The resistor has resistance At
time the switch is closed. The small circuit is not connected
in any way to the large one. The wire of the small circuit has a
resistance of and contains 25 loops. The large circuit is a1.0 Æ>mt = 0

10 Æ.R0

C = 20 mF

t 7 1.00 s.
0 … t … 1.00 s,11 - cos pt2 10.120 T2 *t 6 0,

30.0°

1.72 * 10-8 Æ # m,
600-Æ

M
S

B
S

+xB
S

0

SiV3

SiV3Bc2 = 15.0 T.
Bc1 = 55.0 mT

SiV3

10.260 T)ın?B
S

0 !B
S

0 ! 10.130 T)ın
M
S

B
S

+xB
S

0

Bc

P = P0.)

4000 A>s,
10-8 Æ # m.

2.0 *
2.1 mm2

rectangle 2.0 m by 4.0 m, while
the small one has dimensions

and
The distance c is 5.0 cm. (The
figure is not drawn to scale.)
Both circuits are held stationary.
Assume that only the wire near-
est the small circuit produces 
an appreciable magnetic field
through it. (a) Find the current in the large circuit after S is
closed. (b) Find the current in the small circuit after S is
closed. (Hint: See Exercise 29.7.) (c) Find the direction of the cur-
rent in the small circuit. (d) Justify why we can ignore the mag-
netic field from all the wires of the large circuit except for the wire
closest to the small circuit.
29.50 .. CP CALC In the circuit in Fig. P29.49, an emf of 90.0 V
is added in series with the capacitor and the resistor, and the capac-
itor is initially uncharged. The emf is placed between the capacitor
and the switch, with the positive terminal of the emf adjacent to the
capacitor. Otherwise, the two circuits are the same as in Problem
29.49. The switch is closed at . When the current in the large
circuit is 5.00 A, what are the magnitude and direction of the
induced current in the small circuit?
29.51 .. CALC A very long, straight solenoid with a cross-
sectional area of is wound with 90.0 turns of wire per
centimeter. Starting at , the current in the solenoid is increas-
ing according to . A secondary winding of 
5 turns encircles the solenoid at its center, such that the secondary
winding has the same cross-sectional area as the solenoid. What is
the magnitude of the emf induced in the secondary winding at the
instant that the current in the solenoid is 3.20 A?
29.52 . A flat coil is oriented with
the plane of its area at right angles to
a spatially uniform magnetic field.
The magnitude of this field varies
with time according to the graph in
Fig. P29.52. Sketch a qualitative
(but accurate!) graph of the emf
induced in the coil as a function of
time. Be sure to identify the times 

and on your graph.
29.53 . In Fig. P29.53 the
loop is being pulled to the right
at constant speed A constant
current I flows in the long wire,
in the direction shown. (a) Cal-
culate the magnitude of the net
emf induced in the loop. Do
this two ways: (i) by using Fara-
day’s law of induction (Hint:
See Exercise 29.7) and (ii) by
looking at the emf induced in
each segment of the loop due to
its motion. (b) Find the direction (clockwise or counterclockwise)
of the current induced in the loop. Do this two ways: (i) using
Lenz’s law and (ii) using the magnetic force on charges in the loop.
(c) Check your answer for the emf in part (a) in the following spe-
cial cases to see whether it is physically reasonable: (i) The loop is
stationary; (ii) the loop is very thin, so (iii) the loop gets
very far from the wire.

aS 0;

E

v.

t3t2,
t1,

i1t2 = 10.160 A>s22t 2
t = 0

2.00 cm2

t = 0

200 ms
200 ms

b = 20.0 cm.10.0 cma =
+
–

a

b
R0

C

S

c

Figure P29.49

B

t
O t1 t2 t3

Figure P29.52

v

I

r

a

b
S

Figure P29.53
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EVALUATE:   The definition of displacement current allows the current to be continuous at the capacitor. 
The magnetic field between the plates is zero on the axis ( 0)r =  and increases as r increases. 

 29.43. IDENTIFY:   .q CV=  For a parallel-plate capacitor, ,AC
d

= ! where 0.K=! ! C / .i dq dt= D .Ej
dt

= !  

SET UP:   /E q A= !  so C/ / .dE dt i A= !  

EXECUTE:   (a) 
4 2

100
3

(4.70) (3.00 10  m )(120 V) 5.99 10 C.
2.50 10  m

Aq CV V
d

−
−

−
×⎛ ⎞= = = = ×⎜ ⎟ ×⎝ ⎠

! !  

(b) 3
C 6.00 10 A.dq i

dt
−= = ×  

(c) C C
D 0 C

0
,dE i ij K j

dt K A A
= = = =! !

!
 so 3

D C 6.00 10 A.i i −= = ×  

EVALUATE:   D C,i i=  so Kirchhoff’s junction rule is satisfied where the wire connects to each capacitor 
plate. 

 29.44. IDENTIFY and SET UP:   Use C /i q t=  to calculate the charge q that the current has carried to the plates in 
time t. The two equations preceeding Eq. (24.2) relate q to the electric field E and the potential difference 
between the plates. The displacement current density is defined by Eq. (29.16). 
EXECUTE:   (a) 3

C 1.80 10 Ai −= ×  
0 at 0q t= =  

The amount of charge brought to the plates by the charging current in time t is 
3 6 10

C (1.80 10 A)(0.500 10 s) 9.00 10 Cq i t − − −= = × × = ×  
10

5
12 2 2 4 2

0 0

9.00 10 C 2.03 10 V/m
(8.854 10  C /N m )(5.00 10 m )

qE
A

σ −

− −
×= = = = ×

× ⋅ ×! !
 

5 3(2.03 10 V/m)(2.00 10 m) 406 VV Ed −= = × × =  
(b) 0/E q A= !  

3
11C

12 2 2 4 2
0 0

/ 1.80 10 A 4.07 10  V/m s
(8.854 10  C /N m )(5.00 10 m )

dE dq dt i
dt A A

−

− −
×= = = = × ⋅

× ⋅ ×! !
 

Since Ci  is constant /dE dt  does not vary in time. 

(c) D 0
dEj
dt

= !  (Eq. (29.16)), with ! replaced by 0! since there is vacuum between the plates.) 

12 2 2 11 2
D (8.854 10 C /N m )(4.07 10 V/m s) 3.60 A/mj −= × ⋅ × ⋅ =  

2 4 2 3
D D D C(3.60 A/m )(5.00 10 m ) 1.80 10 A; i j A i i− −= = × = × =  

EVALUATE:   C D.i i=  The constant conduction current means the charge q on the plates and the electric 
field between them both increase linearly with time and Di is constant. 

 29.45. IDENTIFY:   Ohm’s law relates the current in the wire to the electric field in the wire. D .dEj
dt

= !  Use  

Eq. (29.15) to calculate the magnetic fields. 
SET UP:   Ohm’s law says .E Jρ= Apply Ohm’s law to a circular path of radius r. 

EXECUTE:   (a) 
8

6 2
(2.0 10 m)(16 A) 0.15 V/m.

2.1 10 m
IE J
A

ρρ
−

−
×  Ω ⋅= = = =

×
 

(b) 
8

6 2
2.0 10 m (4000 A/s) 38 V/m s.
2.1 10  m

dE d I dI
dt dt A A dt

ρ ρ −

−
×  Ω ⋅⎛ ⎞= = = = ⋅⎜ ⎟ ×⎝ ⎠

 

(c) 10 2
D 0 0(38 V/m s) 3.4 10 A/m .dEj

dt
−= = ⋅ = ×! !  
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(d) 10 2 6 2 16
D D (3.4 10  A/m )(2.1 10  m ) 7.14 10  A.i j A − − −= = × × = ×  Eq. (29.15) applied to a circular path of 

radius r gives 
16

210 D 0
D

(7.14 10  A) 2.38 10  T,
2 2 (0.060 m)
IB
r

µ µ
π π

−
−×= = = ×  and this is a negligible contribution. 

50 C 0
C

(16 A) 5.33 10  T.
2 2 (0.060 m)
IB
r

µ µ
π π

−= = = ×  

EVALUATE:   In this situation the displacement current is much less than the conduction current. 
 29.46. IDENTIFY:   Apply Eq. (28.29): 0 0 .µ= +

G G G
B B M  

SET UP:   For magnetic fields less than the critical field, there is no internal magnetic field. For fields 
greater than the critical field, 

G
B  is very nearly equal to 0.

G
B  

EXECUTE:   (a) The external field is less than the critical field, so inside the superconductor 0=
G
B  and 

50

0 0

ˆ(0.130 T) ˆ(1.03 10  A/m) .
µ µ

= − = − = − ×
GG B iM i  Outside the superconductor, 0

ˆ(0.130 T)= =
G G
B B i  and 

0.=
G
M  
(b) The field is greater than the critical field and 0

ˆ(0.260 T) ,= =
G G
B B i  both inside and outside the 

superconductor. 
EVALUATE:   Below the critical field the external field is expelled from the superconducting material. 

 29.47. IDENTIFY:   Apply 0 0 .µ= +
G G G
B B M  

SET UP:   When the magnetic flux is expelled from the material the magnetic field 
G
B  in the material is 

zero. When the material is completely normal, the magnetization is close to zero. 
EXECUTE:   (a) When 0

G
B  is just under c1

G
B  (threshold of superconducting phase), the magnetic field in the 

material must be zero, and 
3

4c1

0 0

ˆ(55 10  T) ˆ(4.38 10  A/m) .
µ µ

−×= − = − = − ×
GG B iM i  

(b) When 0
G
B  is just over c2

G
B  (threshold of normal phase), there is zero magnetization, and 

c2
ˆ(15.0 T) .= =

G G
B B i  

EVALUATE:   Between c1B  and c2B  there are filaments of normal phase material and there is magnetic 
field along these filaments. 

 29.48. IDENTIFY and SET UP:   Use Faraday’s law to calculate the magnitude of the induced emf and Lenz’s law 
to determine its direction. Apply Ohm’s law to calculate I. Use Eq. (25.10) to calculate the resistance of  
the coil. 
(a) EXECUTE:   The angleφ between the normal to the coil and the direction of

G
B is 30.0 .°  

2( )(cos )( / ) and / .Bd N r dB dt I R
dt

ε π φ εΦ= = =  

For 0t <  and 1.00 s, / 0, 0 andt dB dt ε> = = 0.I =  

For 0 1.00 s,  / (0.120 T/s) sint dB dt tπ π≤ ≤ =  
2( )(cos ) (0.120 T/s)sin (0.8206 V)sinN r t tε π φ π π π= =  

R for wire: 8 3
w 2 ; 1.72 10 m,  0.0150 10  mL LR r

A r
ρ ρ ρ

π
− −= =  = ×  Ω ⋅ = ×  

2 (500)(2 )(0.0400 m) 125.7 mL Nc N rπ π= = = =  

w 3058R =  Ω  and the total resistance of the circuit is 3058 600 3658R =  Ω +  Ω =  Ω  

/ (0.224 mA)sin .I R tε π= =  The graph of I versus t is sketched in Figure 29.48a. 
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29.74 .. CP CALC A capacitor has two parallel plates with area A
separated by a distance d. The space between plates is filled with a
material having dielectric constant K. The material is not a perfect
insulator but has resistivity The capacitor is initially charged
with charge of magnitude on each plate that gradually dis-
charges by conduction through the dielectric. (a) Calculate the
conduction current density in the dielectric. (b) Show that at
any instant the displacement current density in the dielectric is
equal in magnitude to the conduction current density but opposite
in direction, so the total current density is zero at every instant.
29.75 .. CALC A rod of pure silicon (resistivity 
is carrying a current. The electric field varies sinusoidally with time
according to where 
and the frequency (a) Find the magnitude of the max-
imum conduction current density in the wire. (b) Assuming

find the maximum displacement current density in the
wire, and compare with the result of part (a). (c) At what frequency

would the maximum conduction and displacement densities
become equal if (which is not actually the case)? (d) At the
frequency determined in part (c), what is the relative phase of the
conduction and displacement currents?

CHALLENGE PROBLEMS
29.76 ... CP CALC A square, conducting, wire loop of side L,
total mass m, and total resistance R initially lies in the horizontal
xy-plane, with corners at 
and There is a uniform, upward magnetic field 
in the space within and around the loop. The side of the loop that
extends from to is held in place on the x-axis;
the rest of the loop is free to pivot around this axis. When the loop
is released, it begins to rotate due to the gravitational torque. (a)

1L, 0, 0210, 0, 02 B
S

! BkN1L, L, 02. 1x, y, z2 = 10, 0, 02, 10, L, 02, 1L, 0, 02,

E = E0

ƒ

E = E0,

ƒ = 120 Hz.
v = 2pƒ,E0 = 0.450 V>m,sinvt,E = E0

r = 2300 Æ # m2
jC1t2Q0

r.

Find the net torque (magnitude and direction) that acts on the loop
when it has rotated through an angle from its original orientation
and is rotating downward at an angular speed (b) Find the angu-
lar acceleration of the loop at the instant described in part (a). (c)
Compared to the case with zero magnetic field, does it take the
loop a longer or shorter time to rotate through Explain. (d) Is
mechanical energy conserved as the loop rotates downward?
Explain.
29.77 ... A metal bar with length L, mass m, and resistance R is
placed on frictionless metal rails that are inclined at an angle 
above the horizontal. The rails have negligible resistance. A uni-
form magnetic field of magnitude B is directed downward as
shown in Fig. P29.77. The bar is released from rest and slides
down the rails. (a) Is the direction of the current induced in the bar
from a to b or from b to a? (b) What is the terminal speed of the
bar? (c) What is the induced current in the bar when the terminal
speed has been reached? (d) After the terminal speed has been
reached, at what rate is electrical energy being converted to ther-
mal energy in the resistance of the bar? (e) After the terminal speed
has been reached, at what rate is work being done on the bar by
gravity? Compare your answer to that in part (d).

f

90°?

v.
f

a

b
L

B

B

f

S

S

Figure P29.77

Chapter Opening Question ?
As the magnetic stripe moves through the card reader, the coded
pattern of magnetization in the stripe causes a varying magnetic
flux and hence an induced current in the reader’s circuits. If the
card does not move, there is no induced emf or current and none of
the credit card’s information is read.

Test Your Understanding Questions
29.2 Answers: (a) (i), (b) (iii) (a) Initially there is magnetic flux
into the plane of the page, which we call positive. While the loop is
being squeezed, the flux is becoming less positive 
and so the induced emf is positive as in Fig. 29.6b

If you point the thumb of your right hand
into the page, your fingers curl clockwise, so this is the direction of
positive induced emf. (b) Since the coil’s shape is no longer chang-
ing, the magnetic flux is not changing and there is no induced emf.
29.3 Answers: (a) (i), (b) (iii) In (a), as in the original situation,
the magnet and loop are approaching each other and the downward
flux through the loop is increasing. Hence the induced emf and
induced current are the same. In (b), since the magnet and loop are
moving together, the flux through the loop is not changing and no
emf is induced.
29.4 Answers: (a) (iii); (b) (i) or (ii); (c) (ii) or (iii) You will get
the maximum motional emf if you hold the rod vertically, so that
its length is perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the direc-

1E = -d£B>dt 7 02. 1d£B>dt 6 02

tion of motion. With this orientation, is parallel to If you
hold the rod in any horizontal orientation, will be perpendicular
to and no emf will be induced. If you walk due north or
south, and no emf will be induced for any orientation
of the rod.
29.5 Answers: yes, no The magnetic field at a fixed position
changes as you move the magnet. Such induced electric fields are
not conservative.
29.6 Answer: (iii) By Lenz’s law, the force must oppose the
motion of the disk through the magnetic field. Since the disk mate-
rial is now moving to the right through the field region, the force 
is to the left—that is, in the opposite direction to that shown in Fig.
29.19b. To produce a leftward magnetic force on
currents moving through a magnetic field directed out of the
plane of the figure, the eddy currents must be moving downward
in the figure—that is, in the same direction shown in Fig. 29.19b.
29.7 Answers: (a) Faraday’s law, (b) Ampere’s law A credit
card reader works by inducing currents in the reader’s coils as the
card’s magnetized stripe is swiped (see the answer to the chapter
opening question). Ampere’s law describes how currents of all
kinds (both conduction currents and displacement currents) give
rise to magnetic fields.

Bridging Problem
Answer: vt = 16rmrRg>B2

B
S

F
S

! IL
S

: B
S

F
S

vS : B
S

! 0
vS : B

S
L
S

vS : B
S

.L
S

Answers
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C
D 0 0 C

0

( )/ ( )( ) ( )dE dE dq t dt i tj t K K j t
dt dt K A A

= = = = − = −! ! !
!

 

The minus sign means that D( )j t  is directed from the negative to the positive plate.
G
E is from + to – but 

/dE dt is negative (E decreases) so D( )j t is from – to +. 
EVALUATE:   There is no conduction current to and from the plates so the concept of displacement current, 
with D C= −

G G
j j  in the dielectric, allows the current to be continuous at the capacitor. 

 29.75. IDENTIFY:   The conduction current density is related to the electric field by Ohm's law. The displacement 
current density is related to the rate of change of the electric field by Eq. (29.16). 
SET UP:   0/ cosdE dt E tω ω=  

EXECUTE:   (a) 4 20
C

0.450 V/m(max) 1.96 10 A/m
2300 m

Ej
ρ

−= = = ×
Ω ⋅

 

(b) 9 2
D 0 0 0 0 0 0

max
(max) 2 2 (120 Hz)(0.450 V/m) 3.00 10 A/mdEj E fE

dt
ω π π −⎛ ⎞= = = = = ×⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
! ! ! !  

(c) If C Dj j=  then 0
0 0

E Eω
ρ

= !  and 7

0

1 4.91 10  rad/sω
ρ

= = ×
!

 

7
64.91 10 rad/s 7.82 10  Hz.

2 2
f ω

π π
×= = = ×  

EVALUATE:   (d) The two current densities are out of phase by 90°  because one has a sine function and 
the other has a cosine, so the displacement current leads the conduction current by 90 .°  

 29.76. IDENTIFY:   A current is induced in the loop because of its motion and because of this current the magnetic 
field exerts a torque on the loop. 
SET UP:   Each side of the loop has mass /4m  and the center of mass of each side is at the center of each 
side. The flux through the loop is cos .B BA φΦ =  
EXECUTE:   (a) g cm m= ∑ ×G GG r gτ  summed over each leg. 

g sin(90 ) sin(90 ) ( ) sin(90 )
2 4 2 4 4
L m L m mg g L gτ φ φ φ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞= ° − + ° − + ° −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 

g cos  (clockwise).
2
mgLτ φ=  

sinB IABτ φ= × =
GG Bτ  (counterclockwise). 

cos sin sin .BA d BA d BAI
R R dt R dt R
ε φ ωφ φ φ= = − = =  The current is going counterclockwise looking to the ˆ−k  

direction. Therefore, 
2 2 2 4

2 2sin sin .B
B A B L
R R

ω ωτ φ φ= =  The net torque is 
2 4

2cos sin ,
2
mgL B L

R
ωτ φ φ= −  

opposite to the direction of the rotation. 

(b) Iτ α=  (I being the moment of inertia). About this axis 25 .
12

I mL=  Therefore, 

2 4 2 2
2 2

2
12 1 6 12cos sin cos sin .
5 2 5 5

mgL B L g B L
R L mRmL

ω ωα φ φ φ φ
⎡ ⎤

= − = −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 

EVALUATE:   (c) The magnetic torque slows down the fall (since it opposes the gravitational torque). 
(d) Some energy is lost through heat from the resistance of the loop. 

 29.77. IDENTIFY:   The motion of the bar produces an induced current and that results in a magnetic force on the 
bar. 
SET UP:   B

G
F is perpendicular to ,

G
B so is horizontal. The vertical component of the normal force equals 

cos ,mg φ  so the horizontal component of the normal force equals tan .mg φ  
 Electromagnetic Induction    29-29 
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EXECUTE:   (a) As the bar starts to slide, the flux is decreasing, so the current flows to increase the flux, 

which means it flows from a to b. 
2 2 2

( cos ) cos .B
B

LB LB d LB dA LB vL BF iLB B vL
R R dt R dt R R

ε φ φΦ= = = = = =  

(b) At the terminal speed the horizontal forces balance, so 
2 2

ttan cosv L Bmg
R

φ φ=  and t 2 2
tan .
cos

Rmgv
L B

φ
φ

=  

(c) t
t

1 1 cos tan( cos ) .Bd dA B v LB mgi B v L
R R dt R dt R R LB
ε φ φφΦ= = = = = =  

(d) 
2 2 2

2
2 2

tan .Rm gP i R
L B

φ= =  

(e) g t 2 2
tancos(90 ) sin
cos

RmgP Fv mg
L B

φφ φ
φ

⎛ ⎞
= ° − = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 and 

2 2 2

g 2 2
tan .Rm gP

L B
φ=  

EVALUATE:   The power in part (e) equals that in part (d), as is required by conservation of energy.
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EXERCISES
Section 30.1 Mutual Inductance
30.1 . Two coils have mutual inductance 
The current in the first coil increases at a uniform rate of

(a) What is the magnitude of the induced emf in the sec-
ond coil? Is it constant? (b) Suppose that the current described is in
the second coil rather than the first. What is the magnitude of the
induced emf in the first coil?
30.2 . Two coils are wound around the same cylindrical form,
like the coils in Example 30.1. When the current in the first coil is
decreasing at a rate of the induced emf in the second
coil has magnitude (a) What is the mutual induc-
tance of the pair of coils? (b) If the second coil has 25 turns, what
is the flux through each turn when the current in the first coil
equals (c) If the current in the second coil increases at a
rate of what is the magnitude of the induced emf in the
first coil?
30.3 . A 10.0-cm-long solenoid of diameter 0.400 cm is wound
uniformly with 800 turns. A second coil with 50 turns is wound
around the solenoid at its center. What is the mutual inductance of
the combination of the two coils?
30.4 . A solenoidal coil with 25 turns of wire is wound tightly
around another coil with 300 turns (see Example 30.1). The inner
solenoid is 25.0 cm long and has a diameter of 2.00 cm. At a cer-
tain time, the current in the inner solenoid is 0.120 A and is
increasing at a rate of For this time, calculate: (a)
the average magnetic flux through each turn of the inner solenoid;
(b) the mutual inductance of the two solenoids; (c) the emf induced
in the outer solenoid by the changing current in the inner solenoid.
30.5 . Two toroidal solenoids are wound around the same form so
that the magnetic field of one passes through the turns of the other.
Solenoid 1 has 700 turns, and solenoid 2 has 400 turns. When the
current in solenoid 1 is 6.52 A, the average flux through each turn
of solenoid 2 is 0.0320 Wb. (a) What is the mutual inductance of
the pair of solenoids? (b) When the current in solenoid 2 is 2.54 A,
what is the average flux through each turn of solenoid 1?
30.6 .. A toroidal solenoid with mean radius r and cross-sectional
area A is wound uniformly with turns. A second toroidal sole-
noid with turns is wound uniformly on top of the first, so that
the two solenoids have the same cross-sectional area and mean
radius. (a) What is the mutual inductance of the two solenoids?
Assume that the magnetic field of the first solenoid is uniform
across the cross section of the two solenoids. (b) If 
turns, turns, , and , what is
the value of the mutual inductance?

Section 30.2 Self-Inductance and Inductors
30.7 . A 2.50-mH toroidal solenoid has an average radius of 6.00 cm
and a cross-sectional area of 2.00 cm2. (a) How many coils does it
have? (Make the same assumption as in Example 30.3.) (b) At what
rate must the current through it change so that a potential differ-
ence of 2.00 V is developed across its ends?
30.8 . A toroidal solenoid has 500 turns, cross-sectional area

and mean radius 4.00 cm. (a) Calculate the coil’s self-
inductance. (b) If the current decreases uniformly from 5.00 A to
2.00 A in 3.00 ms, calculate the self-induced emf in the coil. (c) The
current is directed from terminal a of the coil to terminal b. Is the
direction of the induced emf from a to b or from b to a?
30.9 . At the instant when the current in an inductor is increasing
at a rate of the magnitude of the self-induced emf is
0.0160 V. (a) What is the inductance of the inductor? (b) If the

0.0640 A>s,

6.25 cm2,

A = 0.800 cm2r = 10.0 cmN2 = 300
N1 = 500

N2

N1

1.75 * 103 A>s.

0.360 A>s,
1.20 A?

1.65 * 10-3 V.
-0.242 A>s,

830 A>s.
i1

M = 3.25 * 10-4 H.

inductor is a solenoid with 400 turns, what is the average magnetic
flux through each turn when the current is 0.720 A?
30.10 .. When the current in a toroidal solenoid is changing at a
rate of the magnitude of the induced emf is 12.6 mV.
When the current equals 1.40 A, the average flux through each turn
of the solenoid is 0.00285 Wb. How many turns does the solenoid
have?
30.11 . The inductor in Fig. E30.11 has
inductance 0.260 H and carries a current in
the direction shown that is decreasing 
at a uniform rate, 
(a) Find the self-induced emf. (b) Which
end of the inductor, a or b, is at a higher potential?
30.12 . The inductor shown in Fig. E30.11 has inductance 0.260 H
and carries a current in the direction shown. The current is chang-
ing at a constant rate. (a) The potential between points a and b is

with point a at higher potential. Is the current
increasing or decreasing? (b) If the current at is 12.0 A, what
is the current at 
30.13 .. A toroidal solenoid has mean radius 12.0 cm and cross-
sectional area . (a) How many turns does the solenoid
have if its inductance is 0.100 mH? (b) What is the resistance of
the solenoid if the wire from which it is wound has a resistance per
unit length of ?
30.14 . A long, straight solenoid has 800 turns. When the current
in the solenoid is 2.90 A, the average flux through each turn of the
solenoid is . What must be the magnitude of the
rate of change of the current in order for the self-induced emf to
equal 7.50 mV?
30.15 .. Inductance of a Solenoid. (a) A long, straight sole-
noid has turns, uniform cross-sectional area and length l.
Show that the inductance of this solenoid is given by the equation

Assume that the magnetic field is uniform inside
the solenoid and zero outside. (Your answer is approximate
because is actually smaller at the ends than at the center. For this
reason, your answer is actually an upper limit on the inductance.)
(b) A metallic laboratory spring is typically 5.00 cm long and
0.150 cm in diameter and has 50 coils. If you connect such a spring
in an electric circuit, how much self-inductance must you include
for it if you model it as an ideal solenoid?

Section 30.3 Magnetic-Field Energy
30.16 . An inductor used in a dc power supply has an inductance
of 12.0 H and a resistance of It carries a current of 0.300 A.
(a) What is the energy stored in the magnetic field? (b) At what rate
is thermal energy developed in the inductor? (c) Does your answer
to part (b) mean that the magnetic-field energy is decreasing with
time? Explain.
30.17 . An air-filled toroidal solenoid has a mean radius of 15.0 cm
and a cross-sectional area of When the current is 12.0 A,
the energy stored is 0.390 J. How many turns does the winding
have?
30.18 . An air-filled toroidal solenoid has 300 turns of wire, a
mean radius of 12.0 cm, and a cross-sectional area of If
the current is 5.00 A, calculate: (a) the magnetic field in the sole-
noid; (b) the self-inductance of the solenoid; (c) the energy stored
in the magnetic field; (d) the energy density in the magnetic field.
(e) Check your answer for part (d) by dividing your answer to part
(c) by the volume of the solenoid.
30.19 .. A solenoid 25.0 cm long and with a cross-sectional area
of contains 400 turns of wire and carries a current of
80.0 A. Calculate: (a) the magnetic field in the solenoid; (b) the

0.500 cm2

4.00 cm2.

5.00 cm2.

180 Æ.

B

L = m0AN 2>l. A,N

3.25 * 10-3 Wb

0.0760 Æ>m
0.600 cm2

t = 2.00 s?
t = 0

Vab = 1.04 V,

-0.0180 A>s.di>dt =

0.0260 A>s,

La b

i

Figure E30.11
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 30.14. IDENTIFY:   The changing current induces an emf in the solenoid. 

SET UP:   By definition of self-inductance, .BNL
i
Φ=  The magnitude of the induced emf is .diL

dt
ε =  

EXECUTE:   
3(800)(3 25 10 Wb) 0 8966 H.

2 90 A
BNL

i

−Φ . ×= = = .
.

3
37 50 10  V 8 37 10 A/s 8 37 mA/s.

0 8966 H
di
dt L

ε −
−. ×= = = . × = .

.
 

EVALUATE:   An inductance of nearly a henry is rather large. For ordinary laboratory inductors, which are 
around a few millihenries, the current would have to be changing much faster to induce 7.5 mV. 

 30.15. IDENTIFY:   Use the definition of inductance and the geometry of a solenoid to derive its self-inductace. 

SET UP:   The magnetic field inside a solenoid is 0 ,NB i
l

µ=  and the definition of self-inductance is .BNL
i
Φ=  

EXECUTE:   (a) 0 ,NB i
l

µ=  ,BNL
i
Φ=  and 0 .B

NAi
l

µΦ =  Combining these expressions gives 

2
0 .BN N AL

i l
µΦ= =  

(b) 
2

0 .N AL
l

µ=  2 2 2 6 2(0 0750 10  m) 1 767 10  m .A rπ π − −= = . × = . ×  

7 2 6 2
7

2
(4 10 T m/A)(50) (1.767 10 m ) 1.11 10 H 0.111 H.

5.00 10 m
L π µ

− −
−

−
× ⋅ ×= = × =

×
 

EVALUATE:   This is a physically reasonable value for self-inductance. 
 30.16. IDENTIFY and SET UP:   The stored energy is 

21
2 .U LI=  The rate at which thermal energy is developed is 

2 .P I R=  
EXECUTE:   (a) 2 21 1

2 2 (12.0 H)(0.300 A) 0.540 JU LI= = =  

(b) 2 2(0 300 A) (180 ) 16 2 W 16 2 J/sP I R= = .  Ω = . = .  
EVALUATE:   (c) No. If I is constant then the stored energy U is constant. The energy being consumed by 
the resistance of the inductor comes from the emf source that maintains the current; it does not come from 
the energy stored in the inductor. 

 30.17. IDENTIFY and SET UP:   Use Eq. (30.9) to relate the energy stored to the inductance. Example 30.3 gives 

the inductance of a toroidal solenoid to be 
2

0 ,
2
N AL

r
µ

π
=  so once we know L we can solve for N. 

EXECUTE:   2 31
2 2 2

2 2(0 390 J) so 5 417 10  H
(12 0 A)

UU LI L
I

−.= = = = . ×
.

 

3

7 4 2
0

2 2 (0 150 m)(5 417 10  H) 2850.
(4 10 T m/A)(5 00 10  m )

rLN
A

π π
µ π

−

− −
. . ×= = =

× ⋅ . ×
 

EVALUATE:   L and hence U increase according to the square of N. 
 30.18. IDENTIFY:   A current-carrying inductor has a magnetic field inside of itself and hence stores magnetic energy. 

(a) SET UP:   The magnetic field inside a toroidal solenoid is 0 .
2

NIB
r

µ
π

=  

EXECUTE:   30(300)(5 00 A) 2 50 10  T 2 50 mT
2 (0 120 m)

B µ
π

−.= = . × = .
.

 

(b) SET UP:   The self-inductance of a toroidal solenoid is 
2

0 .
2
N AL

r
µ

π
=  

EXECUTE:   
7 2 4 2

5(4 10  T m/A)(300) (4 00 10  m ) 6 00 10  H
2 (0 120 m)

L π
π

− −
−× ⋅ . ×= = . ×

.
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30.37 .. An L-C circuit containing an 80.0-mH inductor and a
1.25-nF capacitor oscillates with a maximum current of 0.750 A.
Calculate: (a) the maximum charge on the capacitor and (b) the
oscillation frequency of the circuit. (c) Assuming the capacitor had
its maximum charge at time calculate the energy stored in
the inductor after 2.50 ms of oscillation.
30.38 . In an L-C circuit, and Dur-
ing the oscillations the maximum current in the inductor is 0.850 mA.
(a) What is the maximum charge on the capacitor? (b) What is the
magnitude of the charge on the capacitor at an instant when the
current in the inductor has magnitude 0.500 mA?

Section 30.6 The L-R-C Series Circuit
30.39 . An L-R-C series circuit has 

and resistance R. (a) What is the angular frequency of the
circuit when (b) What value must R have to give a 5.0%
decrease in angular frequency compared to the value calculated in
part (a)?
30.40 . For the circuit of Fig. 30.17, let 

and . (a) Calculate the oscillation frequency of
the circuit once the capacitor has been charged and the switch has
been connected to point a. (b) How long will it take for the ampli-
tude of the oscillation to decay to of its original value? 
(c) What value of R would result in a critically damped circuit?
30.41 . CP (a) In Eq. (14.41), substitute q for x, for m, for
k, and for the damping constant b. Show that the result is 
Eq. (30.27). (b) Make these same substitutions in Eq. (14.43) and
show that Eq. (30.29) results. (c) Make these same substitutions in
Eq. (14.42) and show that Eq. (30.28) results.
30.42 . CALC (a) Take first and second derivatives with respect to
time of q given in Eq. (30.28), and show that it is a solution of Eq.
(30.27). (b) At the switch shown in Fig. 30.17 is thrown so
that it connects points d and a; at this time, and 

Show that the constants and in Eq. (30.28) are
given by

PROBLEMS
30.43 . One solenoid is centered inside another. The outer one
has a length of 50.0 cm and contains 6750 coils, while the coaxial
inner solenoid is 3.0 cm long and 0.120 cm in diameter and con-
tains 15 coils. The current in the outer solenoid is changing at

(a) What is the mutual inductance of these solenoids? 
(b) Find the emf induced in the innner solenoid.
30.44 .. CALC A coil has 400 turns and self-inductance 
The current in the coil varies with time according to

(a) What is the maximum emf
induced in the coil? (b) What is the maximum average flux through
each turn of the coil? (c) At what is the magnitude of
the induced emf?
30.45 . A Differentiating Cir-
cuit. The current in a resis-
tanceless inductor is caused to
vary with time as shown in the
graph of Fig. P30.45. (a) Sketch
the pattern that would be observed on the screen of an oscilloscope
connected to the terminals of the inductor. (The oscilloscope spot
sweeps horizontally across the screen at a constant speed, and its
vertical deflection is proportional to the potential difference between

t = 0.0180 s,

i = 1680 mA2cos1pt>0.0250 s2. 4.80 mH.

49.2 A>s.

tanf = - R

2L211>LC2 - 1R2>4L22 and A =
Q

cosf

Afdq>dt = 0.
i =q = Q

t = 0

R
1>CL

10.0%

R = 75.0 Æ22 mH,
L =C = 15.0 nF,

R = 0?
10-5 F,

C = 2.50 *L = 0.450 H,

C = 3.20 mF.L = 85.0 mH

t = 0,

the inductor terminals.) (b) Explain why a circuit with an inductor
can be described as a “differentiating circuit.”
30.46 .. CALC A 0.250-H inductor carries a time-varying current
given by the expression (a) Find
an expression for the induced emf as a function of time. Graph the
current and induced emf as functions of time for to 
(b) What is the maximum emf? What is the current when the
induced emf is a maximum? (c) What is the maximum current?
What is the induced emf when the current is a maximum?
30.47 .. Solar Magnetic Energy. Magnetic fields within a
sunspot can be as strong as 0.4 T. (By comparison, the earth’s mag-
netic field is about as strong.) Sunspots can be as large as
25,000 km in radius. The material in a sunspot has a density of
about Assume for the sunspot material is 
If 100% of the magnetic-field energy stored in a sunspot could be
used to eject the sunspot’s material away from the sun’s surface, at
what speed would that material be ejected? Compare to the sun’s
escape speed, which is about (Hint: Calculate the
kinetic energy the magnetic field could supply to of sunspot
material.)
30.48 .. CP CALC A Coaxial Cable. A small solid conductor
with radius a is supported by insulating, nonmagnetic disks on the
axis of a thin-walled tube with inner radius b. The inner and outer
conductors carry equal currents i in opposite directions. (a) Use
Ampere’s law to find the magnetic field at any point in the volume
between the conductors. (b) Write the expression for the flux 
through a narrow strip of length l parallel to the axis, of width dr,
at a distance from the axis of the cable and lying in a plane con-
taining the axis. (c) Integrate your expression from part (b) over
the volume between the two conductors to find the total flux pro-
duced by a current i in the central conductor. (d) Show that the
inductance of a length l of the cable is

(e) Use Eq. (30.9) to calculate the energy stored in the magnetic
field for a length l of the cable.
30.49 .. CP CALC Consider the coaxial cable of Problem 30.48.
The conductors carry equal currents i in opposite directions. 
(a) Use Ampere’s law to find the magnetic field at any point in the
volume between the conductors. (b) Use the energy density for a
magnetic field, Eq. (30.10), to calculate the energy stored in a thin,
cylindrical shell between the two conductors. Let the cylindrical
shell have inner radius r, outer radius and length l. (c) Inte-
grate your result in part (b) over the volume between the two con-
ductors to find the total energy stored in the magnetic field for a
length l of the cable. (d) Use your result in part (c) and Eq. (30.9)
to calculate the inductance L of a length l of the cable. Compare
your result to L calculated in part (d) of Problem 30.48.
30.50 .. A toroidal solenoid has a mean radius r and a cross-
sectional area A and is wound uniformly with turns. A second
toroidal solenoid with turns is wound uniformly around the
first. The two coils are wound in the same direction. (a) Derive an
expression for the inductance when only the first coil is used
and an expression for when only the second coil is used. 
(b) Show that 
30.51 . (a) What would have to be the self-inductance of a sole-
noid for it to store 10.0 J of energy when a 2.00-A current runs
through it? (b) If this solenoid’s cross-sectional diameter is 4.00 cm,
and if you could wrap its coils to a density of how
long would the solenoid be? (See Exercise 30.15.) Is this a realistic
length for ordinary laboratory use?

10 coils>mm,

M2 = L1L2.
L2

L1

N2

N1

r + dr,

L = l
m0

2p
lna b

a
b

r

d£B

1 m3
6 * 105 m>s.

m0.m3 * 10-4 kg>m3.

1>10,000

t = 1
60 s.t = 0

i = 1124 mA2cos31240p>s2t4.

O

i
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Figure P30.45
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(c) 2 5 2 31 1
2 2 (6.00 10  F)(12.0 V) 4.32 10  JU CV − −= = × = ×  

(d) cos( )q Q tω φ= +  (Eq. 30.21) 
 at 0 so 0q Q t φ= = =  

4 4cos (7 20 10  C)cos( 105 4 rad/s 0 0230 s ) 5 42 10  Cq Q tω − −= = . × [ . ][ . ] = − . ×  
The minus sign means that the capacitor has discharged fully and then partially charged again by the 
current maintained by the inductor; the plate that initially had positive charge now has negative charge and 
the plate that initially had negative charge now has positive charge. 
(e) sin( )i Q tω ω φ= − +  (Eq. 30.23) 

4(105 rad/s)(7 20 10  C)sin( 105 4 rad/s 0 0230 s ) 0 050 Ai −= − . × [ . ][ . ] = − .  
The negative sign means the current is counterclockwise in Figure 30.15 in the textbook. 
or 

2 2
2 2 21

2
1 gives 

2 2
q QLi i Q q
C C LC

+ = = ± −  (Eq. 30.26) 

4 2 4 2(105 rad/s) (7 20 10  C) ( 5 42 10  C) 0 050 A,i − −= ± . × − − . × = ± .  which checks. 

(f) 
2 4 2

3
5

( 5 42 10  C) 2 45 10  J
2 2(6 00 10  F)C
qU
C

−
−

−
− . ×= = = . ×

. ×
 

2 2 31 1
2 2 (1 50 H)(0 050 A) 1 87 10  JLU Li −= = . . = . ×  

EVALUATE:   Note that 3 3 32 45 10  J 1 87 10  J 4 32 10  J.C LU U − − −+ = . × + . × = . ×  
This agrees with the total energy initially stored in the capacitor, 

2 4 2
3

5
(7 20 10  C) 4 32 10  J.

2 2(6 00 10  F)
QU
C

−
−

−
. ×= = = . ×

. ×
 

Energy is conserved. At some times there is energy stored in both the capacitor and the inductor. When 
0i =  all the energy is stored in the capacitor and when 0q =  all the energy is stored in the inductor. But at 

all times the total energy stored is the same. 

 30.36. IDENTIFY:   1 2 f
LC

ω π= =  

SET UP:   ω is the angular frequency in rad/s  and f is the corresponding frequency in Hz. 

EXECUTE:   (a) 3
2 2 2 6 2 12
1 1 2 37 10  H.

4 4 (1 6 10  Hz) (4 18 10  F)
L

f Cπ π
−

−= = = . ×
. × . ×

 

(b) The maximum capacitance corresponds to the minimum frequency. 
11

max 2 2 2 5 2 3
min

1 1
3 67 10  F 36 7 pF

4 4 (5 40 10  Hz) (2 37 10  H)
C

f Lπ π
−

−= = = . × = .
. × . ×

 

EVALUATE:   To vary f by a factor of three (approximately the range in this problem), C must be varied by 
a factor of nine. 

 30.37. IDENTIFY:   Apply energy conservation and Eqs. (30.22) and (30.23). 

SET UP:   If I is the maximum current, 
2

21
2 .

2
QLI
C

=  For the inductor, 21
2 .LU Li=  

EXECUTE:   (a) 
2

21
2 2

QLI
C

=  gives 9 6(0 750 A) (0 0800 H)(1 25 10  F) 7 50 10  C.Q I LC − −= = . . . × = . ×  

(b) 5
9

1 1 1 00 10  rad/s.
(0 0800 H)(1 25 10  F)LC

ω
−

= = = . ×
. . ×

 41 59 10  Hz.
2

f ω
π

= = . ×  

(c) q Q=  at 0t =  means 0.φ =  sin( ),i Q tω ω= −  so 
5 6 5 3(1 00 10  rad/s)(7 50 10  C)sin( 1 00 10  rad/s 2 50 10  s ) 0 7279 A.i − −= − . × . × [ . × ][ . × ] = .  

2 21 1
2 2 (0 0800 H)(0 7279 A) 0 0212 J.LU Li= = . . = .  
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EVALUATE:   The total energy of the system is 21
2 0 0225 J.LI = .  At 2 50 ms,t = .  the current is close to its 

maximum value and most of the system’s energy is stored in the inductor. 
 30.38. IDENTIFY:   Apply Eq. (30.25). 

SET UP:   q Q=  when 0.i =  maxi i=  when 0.q =  11/ 1917 s .LC −=  

EXECUTE:   (a) 
2

21
max2 .

2
QLi

C
=  

3 6 7
max (0 850 10  A) (0 0850 H)(3 20 10  F) 4 43 10  CQ i LC − − −= = . × . . × = . ×  

(b) 
24

2 2 7 2 7
1

5 00 10 A(4 43 10 C) 3 58 10 C.
1917 s

q Q LCi
−

− −
−

⎛ ⎞. ×= − = . × − = . ×⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

EVALUATE:   The value of q calculated in part (b) is less than the maximum value Q calculated in part (a). 
 30.39. IDENTIFY:   Evaluate Eq. (30.29). 

SET UP:   The angular frequency of the circuit is .ω′  

EXECUTE:   (a) When 0 5

1 10, 298 rad/s.
(0 450 H)(2 50 10 F)

R
LC

ω
−

= = = =
. . ×

 

(b) We want 
0

0 95,ω
ω

′
= .  so 

2 2 2
2(1/ /4 ) 1 (0 95) .

1/ 4
LC R L R C

LC L
− = − = .  This gives 

2
5

4 4(0 450 H)(0 0975)(1 (0 95) ) 83 8 .
(2 50 10 F)

LR
C −

. .= − . = = . Ω
. ×

 

EVALUATE:   When R increases, the angular frequency decreases and approaches zero as 2 / .R L C→  
 30.40. IDENTIFY:   The presence of resistance in an L-R-C circuit affects the frequency of oscillation and causes 

the amplitude of the oscillations to decrease over time. 

(a) SET UP:   The frequency of damped oscillations is 
2

2
1 .

4
R

LC L
ω′ = −  

EXECUTE:   
2

4
3 9 3 2

1 (75 0 ) 5 5 10 rad/s
(22 10 H)(15 0 10 F) 4(22 10 H)

ω − − −
. Ω′ = − = . ×

× . × ×
 

The frequency f is 
4

35 50 10 rad/s 8 76 10 Hz 8 76 kHz.
2 2

f ω
π π

. ×= = = . × = .  

(b) SET UP:   The amplitude decreases as –( /2 )
0( )  .R L tA t A e=  

Execute:   Solving for t and putting in the numbers gives: 
3

302 ln( / ) 2(22 0 10 H)ln(0 100) 1 35 10 s 1 35 ms
75 0

L A At
R

−
−− − . × .= = = . × = .

. Ω
 

(c) SET UP:   At critical damping, 4 / .R L C=  

EXECUTE:   
3

9
4(22 0 10 H) 2420

15 0 10 F
R

−

−
. ×= = Ω
. ×

 

EVALUATE:   The frequency with damping is almost the same as the resonance frequency of this circuit 
(1/ ),LC  which is plausible because the 75-Ω  resistance is considerably less than the 2420 Ω required 
for critical damping. 

 30.41. IDENTIFY:   Follow the procedure specified in the problem. 

SET UP:   Make the substitutions 1, , , .x q m L b R k
C

→ → →  →  

EXECUTE:   (a) Eq. (14.41): 

2

2 0.d x b dx kx
m dt mdt

+ + =  This becomes 

2

2 0,d q R dq q
L dt LCdt

+ + =  which is Eq. (30.27). 
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30.37 .. An L-C circuit containing an 80.0-mH inductor and a
1.25-nF capacitor oscillates with a maximum current of 0.750 A.
Calculate: (a) the maximum charge on the capacitor and (b) the
oscillation frequency of the circuit. (c) Assuming the capacitor had
its maximum charge at time calculate the energy stored in
the inductor after 2.50 ms of oscillation.
30.38 . In an L-C circuit, and Dur-
ing the oscillations the maximum current in the inductor is 0.850 mA.
(a) What is the maximum charge on the capacitor? (b) What is the
magnitude of the charge on the capacitor at an instant when the
current in the inductor has magnitude 0.500 mA?

Section 30.6 The L-R-C Series Circuit
30.39 . An L-R-C series circuit has 

and resistance R. (a) What is the angular frequency of the
circuit when (b) What value must R have to give a 5.0%
decrease in angular frequency compared to the value calculated in
part (a)?
30.40 . For the circuit of Fig. 30.17, let 

and . (a) Calculate the oscillation frequency of
the circuit once the capacitor has been charged and the switch has
been connected to point a. (b) How long will it take for the ampli-
tude of the oscillation to decay to of its original value? 
(c) What value of R would result in a critically damped circuit?
30.41 . CP (a) In Eq. (14.41), substitute q for x, for m, for
k, and for the damping constant b. Show that the result is 
Eq. (30.27). (b) Make these same substitutions in Eq. (14.43) and
show that Eq. (30.29) results. (c) Make these same substitutions in
Eq. (14.42) and show that Eq. (30.28) results.
30.42 . CALC (a) Take first and second derivatives with respect to
time of q given in Eq. (30.28), and show that it is a solution of Eq.
(30.27). (b) At the switch shown in Fig. 30.17 is thrown so
that it connects points d and a; at this time, and 

Show that the constants and in Eq. (30.28) are
given by

PROBLEMS
30.43 . One solenoid is centered inside another. The outer one
has a length of 50.0 cm and contains 6750 coils, while the coaxial
inner solenoid is 3.0 cm long and 0.120 cm in diameter and con-
tains 15 coils. The current in the outer solenoid is changing at

(a) What is the mutual inductance of these solenoids? 
(b) Find the emf induced in the innner solenoid.
30.44 .. CALC A coil has 400 turns and self-inductance 
The current in the coil varies with time according to

(a) What is the maximum emf
induced in the coil? (b) What is the maximum average flux through
each turn of the coil? (c) At what is the magnitude of
the induced emf?
30.45 . A Differentiating Cir-
cuit. The current in a resis-
tanceless inductor is caused to
vary with time as shown in the
graph of Fig. P30.45. (a) Sketch
the pattern that would be observed on the screen of an oscilloscope
connected to the terminals of the inductor. (The oscilloscope spot
sweeps horizontally across the screen at a constant speed, and its
vertical deflection is proportional to the potential difference between

t = 0.0180 s,

i = 1680 mA2cos1pt>0.0250 s2. 4.80 mH.

49.2 A>s.

tanf = - R

2L211>LC2 - 1R2>4L22 and A =
Q

cosf

Afdq>dt = 0.
i =q = Q

t = 0

R
1>CL

10.0%

R = 75.0 Æ22 mH,
L =C = 15.0 nF,

R = 0?
10-5 F,

C = 2.50 *L = 0.450 H,

C = 3.20 mF.L = 85.0 mH

t = 0,

the inductor terminals.) (b) Explain why a circuit with an inductor
can be described as a “differentiating circuit.”
30.46 .. CALC A 0.250-H inductor carries a time-varying current
given by the expression (a) Find
an expression for the induced emf as a function of time. Graph the
current and induced emf as functions of time for to 
(b) What is the maximum emf? What is the current when the
induced emf is a maximum? (c) What is the maximum current?
What is the induced emf when the current is a maximum?
30.47 .. Solar Magnetic Energy. Magnetic fields within a
sunspot can be as strong as 0.4 T. (By comparison, the earth’s mag-
netic field is about as strong.) Sunspots can be as large as
25,000 km in radius. The material in a sunspot has a density of
about Assume for the sunspot material is 
If 100% of the magnetic-field energy stored in a sunspot could be
used to eject the sunspot’s material away from the sun’s surface, at
what speed would that material be ejected? Compare to the sun’s
escape speed, which is about (Hint: Calculate the
kinetic energy the magnetic field could supply to of sunspot
material.)
30.48 .. CP CALC A Coaxial Cable. A small solid conductor
with radius a is supported by insulating, nonmagnetic disks on the
axis of a thin-walled tube with inner radius b. The inner and outer
conductors carry equal currents i in opposite directions. (a) Use
Ampere’s law to find the magnetic field at any point in the volume
between the conductors. (b) Write the expression for the flux 
through a narrow strip of length l parallel to the axis, of width dr,
at a distance from the axis of the cable and lying in a plane con-
taining the axis. (c) Integrate your expression from part (b) over
the volume between the two conductors to find the total flux pro-
duced by a current i in the central conductor. (d) Show that the
inductance of a length l of the cable is

(e) Use Eq. (30.9) to calculate the energy stored in the magnetic
field for a length l of the cable.
30.49 .. CP CALC Consider the coaxial cable of Problem 30.48.
The conductors carry equal currents i in opposite directions. 
(a) Use Ampere’s law to find the magnetic field at any point in the
volume between the conductors. (b) Use the energy density for a
magnetic field, Eq. (30.10), to calculate the energy stored in a thin,
cylindrical shell between the two conductors. Let the cylindrical
shell have inner radius r, outer radius and length l. (c) Inte-
grate your result in part (b) over the volume between the two con-
ductors to find the total energy stored in the magnetic field for a
length l of the cable. (d) Use your result in part (c) and Eq. (30.9)
to calculate the inductance L of a length l of the cable. Compare
your result to L calculated in part (d) of Problem 30.48.
30.50 .. A toroidal solenoid has a mean radius r and a cross-
sectional area A and is wound uniformly with turns. A second
toroidal solenoid with turns is wound uniformly around the
first. The two coils are wound in the same direction. (a) Derive an
expression for the inductance when only the first coil is used
and an expression for when only the second coil is used. 
(b) Show that 
30.51 . (a) What would have to be the self-inductance of a sole-
noid for it to store 10.0 J of energy when a 2.00-A current runs
through it? (b) If this solenoid’s cross-sectional diameter is 4.00 cm,
and if you could wrap its coils to a density of how
long would the solenoid be? (See Exercise 30.15.) Is this a realistic
length for ordinary laboratory use?

10 coils>mm,

M2 = L1L2.
L2

L1

N2

N1

r + dr,

L = l
m0

2p
lnab
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b

r

d£B

1 m3
6 * 105 m>s.

m0.m3 * 10-4 kg>m3.
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t = 1
60 s.t = 0

i = 1124 mA2cos31240p>s2t4.
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 30.47. IDENTIFY:   Set ,BU K=  where 21
2

.K mv=  

SET UP:   The energy density in the magnetic field is 2
0/2 .Bu B µ=  Consider volume 31 mV =  of sunspot 

material. 

EXECUTE:   The energy density in the sunspot is 2 4 3
0/2 6 366 10 J/m .Bu B µ= = . ×  The total energy stored 

in volume V of the sunspot is .B BU u V=  The mass of the material in volume V of the sunspot is .m Vρ=  

21
2

 so .B BK U mv U= =  21
2

.BVv u Vρ =  The volume divides out, and 42 / 2 10 m/s.Bv u ρ= = ×  

EVALUATE:   The speed we calculated is about 30 times smaller than the escape speed. 

 30.48. IDENTIFY:   Follow the steps outlined in the problem. 

SET UP:   The energy stored is 21
2

.U Li=  

EXECUTE:   (a) 0
0 encl 02 .

2

id I B r i B
r

µµ π µ
π

⋅ = ⇒ = ⇒ =∫
GG

vB l  

(b) 0 .
2

B
id BdA ldr
r

µ
π

Φ = =  

(c) 0 0 ln( / ).
2 2

b b
B Ba a

il dr ild b a
r

µ µ
π π

Φ = Φ = =∫ ∫  

(d) 0 ln( / ).
2

BNL l b a
i

µ
π

Φ= =  

(e) 
2

2 20 01 1
ln( / ) ln( / ).

2 2 2 4

liU Li l b a i b aµ µ
π π

= = =  

EVALUATE:   The magnetic field between the conductors is due only to the current in the inner conductor. 

 30.49. (a) IDENTIFY and SET UP:   An end view is shown in Figure 30.49. 
 

 Apply Ampere’s law to a circular 

path of radius r. 

0 encld Iµ⋅ =∫ B l
GG

v  

Figure 30.49   
 

EXECUTE:   (2 )d B rπ⋅ =∫ B l
GG

v  

encl ,I i=  the current in the inner conductor 

Thus 0
0(2 )  and .

2

iB r i B
r

µπ µ
π

= =  

(b) IDENTIFY and SET UP:   Follow the procedure specified in the problem. 

EXECUTE:   
2

02

Bu
µ

=  

, where 2dU u dV dV rldrπ= =  

2 2
0 0

0

1
(2 )

2 2 4

i i ldU rl dr dr
r r

µ µπ
µ π π

⎛ ⎞= =⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

(c) 
2 2

0 0 [ln ]
4 4

b b
aa

i l dr i lU dU r
r

µ µ
π π

= = =∫ ∫  

2 2
0 0(ln ln ) ln
4 4

i l i l bU b a
a

µ µ
π π

⎛ ⎞= − = ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
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30.52 . An inductor is connected to the terminals of a battery that
has an emf of 12.0 V and negligible internal resistance. The current
is 4.86 mA at 0.940 ms after the connection is completed. After a
long time the current is 6.45 mA. What are (a) the resistance R of
the inductor and (b) the inductance L of the inductor?
30.53 .. CALC Continuation of Exercises 30.23 and 30.29. (a)
How much energy is stored in the magnetic field of the inductor
one time constant after the battery has been connected? Compute
this both by integrating the expression in Exercise 30.29(c) and by
using Eq. (30.9), and compare the results. (b) Integrate the expres-
sion obtained in Exercise 30.29(a) to find the total energy supplied
by the battery during the time interval considered in part (a). 
(c) Integrate the expression obtained in Exercise 30.29(b) to find
the total energy dissipated in the resistance of the inductor during
the same time period. (d) Compare the results obtained in parts 
(a), (b), and (c).
30.54 .. CALC Continuation of Exercise 30.27. (a) What is the
total energy initially stored in the inductor? (b) At 

at what rate is the energy stored in the inductor decreasing?
(c) At at what rate is electrical energy being
converted into thermal energy in the resistor? (d) Obtain an expres-
sion for the rate at which electrical energy is being converted into
thermal energy in the resistor as a function of time. Integrate this
expression from to to obtain the total electrical
energy dissipated in the resistor. Compare your result to that of
part (a).
30.55 . CALC The equation preceding Eq. (30.27) may be con-
verted into an energy relationship. Multiply both sides of this
equation by The first term then becomes Show
that the second term can be written as and that the
third term can be written as What does the resulting
equation say about energy conservation in the circuit?
30.56 . A capacitor is initially charged to a potential 
of 16.0 V. It is then connected in series with a 3.75-mH inductor.
(a) What is the total energy stored in this circuit? (b) What is the
maximum current in the inductor? What is the charge on the capac-
itor plates at the instant the current in the inductor is maximal?
30.57 . An Electromagnetic Car Alarm. Your latest invention
is a car alarm that produces sound at a particularly annoying fre-
quency of To do this, the car-alarm circuitry must pro-
duce an alternating electric current of the same frequency. That’s
why your design includes an inductor and a capacitor in series. The
maximum voltage across the capacitor is to be 12.0 V (the same
voltage as the car battery). To produce a sufficiently loud sound,
the capacitor must store 0.0160 J of energy. What values of capaci-
tance and inductance should you choose for your car-alarm circuit?
30.58 . An L-C circuit consists of a inductor and a

capacitor. The initial charge on the capacitor is 
and the initial current in the inductor is zero. (a) What is the maxi-
mum voltage across the capacitor? (b) What is the maximum cur-
rent in the inductor? (c) What is the maximum energy stored in the
inductor? (d) When the current in the inductor has half its maxi-
mum value, what is the charge on the capacitor and what is the
energy stored in the inductor?
30.59 .. A 84.0-nF capacitor is charged to 12.0 V, then discon-
nected from the power supply and connected in series with a coil
that has and negligible resistance. At an instant
when the charge on the capacitor is , what is the magni-
tude of the current in the inductor and what is the magnitude of the
rate of change of this current?
30.60 .. A charged capacitor with is connected in
series to an inductor that has and negligible resistance.L = 0.330 H

C = 590 mF

0.650 mC
L = 0.0420 H

6.00 mC,250-mF
60.0-mH

3500 Hz.

7.00-mF

d1q2>2C2>dt.
d A12Li2 B >dt,

i2R.- i = -dq>dt.

t = qt = 0

t = 4.00 * 10-4 s,
10-4 s,

t = 4.00 *

At an instant when the current in the inductor is , 
the current is increasing at a rate of . During the
current oscillations, what is the maximum voltage across the
capacitor?
30.61 ... CP In the circuit shown
in Fig. P30.61, the switch has
been open for a long time and is
suddenly closed. Neither the bat-
tery nor the inductors have any
appreciable resistance. (a) What do
the ammeter and voltmeter read
just after S is closed? (b) What do
the ammeter and the voltmeter read
after S has been closed a very long time? (c) What do the ammeter
and the voltmeter read 0.115 ms after S is closed?
30.62 .. While studying a coil
of unknown inductance and inter-
nal resistance, you connect it in
series with a battery and
a resistor. You then place
an oscilloscope across one of
these circuit elements and use
the oscilloscope to measure the
voltage across the circuit ele-
ment as a function of time. The
result is shown in Fig. P30.62.
(a) Across which circuit element (coil or resistor) is the oscillo-
scope connected? How do you know this? (b) Find the inductance
and the internal resistance of the coil. (c) Carefully make a quanti-
tative sketch showing the voltage versus time you would observe if
you put the oscilloscope across the other circuit element (resistor
or coil).
30.63 .. In the lab, you are try-
ing to find the inductance and
internal resistance of a solenoid.
You place it in series with a bat-
tery of negligible internal resist-
ance, a resistor, and a
switch. You then put an oscillo-
scope across one of these circuit
elements to measure the voltage
across that circuit element as a
function of time. You close the
switch, and the oscilloscope shows voltage versus time as shown
in Fig. P30.63. (a) Across which circuit element (solenoid or resis-
tor) is the oscilloscope connected? How do you know this? (b) Why
doesn’t the graph approach zero as (c) What is the emf of
the battery? (d) Find the maximum current in the circuit. (e) What
are the internal resistance and self-inductance of the solenoid?
30.64 .. CP In the circuit
shown in Fig. P30.64, find the
reading in each ammeter and
voltmeter (a) just after switch S
is closed and (b) after S has
been closed a very long time.
30.65 .. CP In the circuit
shown in Fig. P30.65, switch S
is closed at time with no
charge initially on the capacitor.
(a) Find the reading of each
ammeter and each voltmeter just
after S is closed. (b) Find the
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A
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EXECUTE:   The total energy is 
2 2

2 2max
max

1 1 .
2 2 2 2
q QLi CV
C C

+ = =  

4 2(0 330 H)(5 90 10  F)(89 0 A/s) 1 733 10  C.diq LC
dt

− −= = . . × . = . ×

2 2
2 2

max 4
1 (1 733 10  C) 1 (0 330 H)(2 50 A) 1 286 J.
2 22(5 90 10  F)
CV

−

−
. ×= + . . = .

. ×
 

max 4
2(1 286 J) 66 0 V.

5 90 10  F)
V −

.= = .
. ×

 

EVALUATE:   By energy conservation, the maximum potential across the inductor will also be 66.0 V, but 
that will occur only at the instants when the capacitor is uncharged. 

 30.61. IDENTIFY:   The current through an inductor doesn’t change abruptly. After a long time the current isn’t 
changing and the voltage across each inductor is zero. 
SET UP:   First combine the inductors. 
EXECUTE:   (a) Just after the switch is closed there is no current in the inductors. There is no current in the 
resistors so there is no voltage drop across either resistor. A reads zero and V reads 20.0 V. 
(b) After a long time the currents are no longer changing, there is no voltage across the inductors, and the 
inductors can be replaced by short-circuits. The circuit becomes equivalent to the circuit shown in  
Figure 30.61a. (20 0 V)/(75 0 ) 0 267 A.I = . . Ω = .  The voltage between points a and b is zero, so the 
voltmeter reads zero. 
(c) Combine the inductor network into its equivalent, as shown in Figure 30.61b. 75 0R = . Ω  is the 

equivalent resistance. Eq. (30.14) says /( / )(1 )ti R e τε −= −  with / (10 8 mH)/(75 0 ) 0 144 ms.L Rτ = = . . Ω = .  
20 0 V,ε = . 75 0 ,R = . Ω 0 115 mst = .  so 0 147A.i = . (0 147 A)(75 0 ) 11 0 V.RV iR= = . . Ω = .  

20 0 V 0R LV V. − − =  and 20 0 V 9 0 V.L RV V= . − = .  The ammeter reads 0.147 A and the voltmeter reads 9.0 V.  
EVALUATE:   The current through the battery increases from zero to a final value of 0.267 A .  The voltage 
across the inductor network drops from 20.0 V to zero. 

 

   

Figure 30.61 
 

 30.62. IDENTIFY:   ( )i t  is given by Eq. (30.14). 
SET UP:   The graph shows 0V =  at 0t = and V approaches the constant value of 25 V at large times. 
EXECUTE:   (a) The voltage behaves the same as the current. Since RV  is proportional to ,i the scope must 
be across the 150-Ω  resistor. 
(b) From the graph, as , 25 V,Rt V→ ∞ →  so there is no voltage drop across the inductor, so its internal 

resistance must be zero. /
max (1 ).t r

RV V e−= −  When ,t τ=  max max
11 0 63 .RV V V
e

⎛ ⎞= − ≈ .⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 From the graph, 

max0 63 16 VV V= . =  at 0 5 ms.t ≈ .  Therefore 0 5 ms .τ = .  / 0 5 msL R = .  gives 
(0 5 ms)(150 ) 0 075 H.L = .  Ω = .  

(c) The graph if the scope is across the inductor is sketched in Figure 30.62 
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(c) The fraction may be written as

Use the power series expansion 
valid for to show that when is much less than a, the
inductance is approximately equal to

Compare this result with the result given in Example 30.3 (Section
30.2).
30.74 ... CP In the circuit
shown in Fig. P30.74, neither the
battery nor the inductors have any
appreciable resistance, the capac-
itors are initially uncharged, and
the switch S has been in position
1 for a very long time. (a) What
is the current in the circuit? (b)
The switch is now suddenly
flipped to position 2. Find the maximum charge that each capacitor
will receive, and how much time after the switch is flipped it will
take them to acquire this charge.
30.75 ... CP CALC Demonstrating Inductance. A common
demonstration of inductance employs a circuit such as the one
shown in Fig. P30.69. Switch S is closed, and the light bulb (repre-
sented by resistance just barely glows. After a period of time,
switch S is opened, and the bulb lights up brightly for a short
period of time. To understand this effect, think of an inductor as a
device that imparts an “inertia” to the current, preventing a discon-
tinuous change in the current through it. (a) Derive, as explicit
functions of time, expressions for (the current through the light
bulb) and (the current through the inductor) after switch S is
closed. (b) After a long period of time, the currents and reach
their steady-state values. Obtain expressions for these steady-state
currents. (c) Switch S is now opened. Obtain an expression for the
current through the inductor and light bulb as an explicit function
of time. (d) You have been asked to design a demonstration appa-
ratus using the circuit shown in Fig. P30.69 with a 22.0-H inductor
and a 40.0-W light bulb. You are to connect a resistor in series with
the inductor, and represents the sum of that resistance plus the
internal resistance of the inductor. When switch S is opened, a
transient current is to be set up that starts at 0.600 A and is not to
fall below 0.150 A until after 0.0800 s. For simplicity, assume that
the resistance of the light bulb is constant and equals the resistance
the bulb must have to dissipate 40.0 W at 120 V. Determine and

for the given design considerations. (e) With the numerical val-
ues determined in part (d), what is the current through the light
bulb just before the switch is opened? Does this result confirm the
qualitative description of what is observed in the demonstration?

CHALLENGE PROBLEMS
30.76 ... CP CALC Consider the circuit shown in Fig. P30.76.
The circuit elements are as follows: 

and At time switch S is closed.
The current through the inductor is the current through the
capacitor branch is and the charge on the capacitor is 
(a) Using Kirchhoff’s rules, verify the circuit equations

q2.i2,
i1,

t = 0,R = 400 Æ.C = 2.00 mF,
L = 0.640 H,E = 32.0 V,

E
R2

R2

i2i1

i2

i1

R12

L =
m0N 2h1b - a2

2pa

b - aƒz ƒ 6 1,
ln11 + z2 = z + z2>2 + Á ,

b
a

= a + b - a
a

= 1 + b - a
a

b>a
(b) What are the initial values
of and (c) Show by
direct substitution that the fol-
lowing solutions for and 
satisfy the circuit equations
from part (a). Also, show that
they satisfy the initial conditions

where and (d) Deter-
mine the time at which first becomes zero.
30.77 ... CP A Volume Gauge. A tank containing a liquid has
turns of wire wrapped around it, causing it to act like an inductor. The
liquid content of the tank can be
measured by using its inductance
to determine the height of the liq-
uid in the tank. The inductance of
the tank changes from a value of

corresponding to a relative
permeability of 1 when the tank
is empty to a value of corre-
sponding to a relative permeabil-
ity of (the relative permeability of the liquid) when the tank is
full. The appropriate electronic circuitry can determine the induc-
tance to five significant figures and thus the effective relative per-
meability of the combined air and liquid within the rectangular
cavity of the tank. The four sides of the tank each have width W
and height D (Fig. P30.77). The height of the liquid in the tank is
d. You can ignore any fringing effects and assume that the relative
permeability of the material of which the tank is made can be
ignored. (a) Derive an expression for d as a function of L, the induc-
tance corresponding to a certain fluid height, and D. (b) What
is the inductance (to five significant figures) for a tank full, full, 

full, and completely full if the tank contains liquid oxygen? Take
The magnetic susceptibility of liquid oxygen is

(c) Repeat part (b) for mercury. The magnetic
susceptibility of mercury is given in Table 28.1. (d) For which mate-
rial is this volume gauge more practical?
30.78 ... Two coils are wrapped around each other as shown in
Fig. 30.3. The current travels in the same sense around each coil.
One coil has self-inductance and the other coil has self-
inductance The mutual inductance of the two coils is M. (a)
Show that if the two coils are connected in series, the equivalent 
inductance of the combination is (b) Show
that if the two coils are connected in parallel, the equivalent induc-
tance of the combination is

30.79 ... CP CALC Consider the circuit shown in Fig. P30.79.
Switch S is closed at time causing a current through the
inductive branch and a current through the capacitive branch.i2

i1t = 0,

Leq =
L1L2 - M2

L1 + L2 - 2M

Leq = L1 + L2 + 2M.

L2.
L1,

xm = 1.52 * 10-3.
L0 = 0.63000 H.

3
4

1
2

1
4

Lf,L0,

Km

Lf

L0

i2t1

v = 31LC2-1 - 12RC2-241>2.b = 12RC2-1

q2 = a E
vR
be-bt sin1vt2

i1 = a E
R
b31 - e-bt512vRC2-1 sin1vt2 + cos1vt264

q2i1

q2?i2,i1,

R1i1 + i22 +
q2

C
= E

R1i1 + i22 + La di1

dt
b = E

75.0 V

125.0 V

15.0
mH

S
21

25.0
mF

35.0
mF

5.0
mH

+

Figure P30.74
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(c) The fraction may be written as

Use the power series expansion 
valid for to show that when is much less than a, the
inductance is approximately equal to

Compare this result with the result given in Example 30.3 (Section
30.2).
30.74 ... CP In the circuit
shown in Fig. P30.74, neither the
battery nor the inductors have any
appreciable resistance, the capac-
itors are initially uncharged, and
the switch S has been in position
1 for a very long time. (a) What
is the current in the circuit? (b)
The switch is now suddenly
flipped to position 2. Find the maximum charge that each capacitor
will receive, and how much time after the switch is flipped it will
take them to acquire this charge.
30.75 ... CP CALC Demonstrating Inductance. A common
demonstration of inductance employs a circuit such as the one
shown in Fig. P30.69. Switch S is closed, and the light bulb (repre-
sented by resistance just barely glows. After a period of time,
switch S is opened, and the bulb lights up brightly for a short
period of time. To understand this effect, think of an inductor as a
device that imparts an “inertia” to the current, preventing a discon-
tinuous change in the current through it. (a) Derive, as explicit
functions of time, expressions for (the current through the light
bulb) and (the current through the inductor) after switch S is
closed. (b) After a long period of time, the currents and reach
their steady-state values. Obtain expressions for these steady-state
currents. (c) Switch S is now opened. Obtain an expression for the
current through the inductor and light bulb as an explicit function
of time. (d) You have been asked to design a demonstration appa-
ratus using the circuit shown in Fig. P30.69 with a 22.0-H inductor
and a 40.0-W light bulb. You are to connect a resistor in series with
the inductor, and represents the sum of that resistance plus the
internal resistance of the inductor. When switch S is opened, a
transient current is to be set up that starts at 0.600 A and is not to
fall below 0.150 A until after 0.0800 s. For simplicity, assume that
the resistance of the light bulb is constant and equals the resistance
the bulb must have to dissipate 40.0 W at 120 V. Determine and

for the given design considerations. (e) With the numerical val-
ues determined in part (d), what is the current through the light
bulb just before the switch is opened? Does this result confirm the
qualitative description of what is observed in the demonstration?

CHALLENGE PROBLEMS
30.76 ... CP CALC Consider the circuit shown in Fig. P30.76.
The circuit elements are as follows: 

and At time switch S is closed.
The current through the inductor is the current through the
capacitor branch is and the charge on the capacitor is 
(a) Using Kirchhoff’s rules, verify the circuit equations

q2.i2,
i1,

t = 0,R = 400 Æ.C = 2.00 mF,
L = 0.640 H,E = 32.0 V,

E
R2

R2

i2i1

i2

i1

R12

L =
m0N 2h1b - a2

2pa

b - aƒz ƒ 6 1,
ln11 + z2 = z + z2>2 + Á ,

b
a

= a + b - a
a

= 1 + b - a
a

b>a
(b) What are the initial values
of and (c) Show by
direct substitution that the fol-
lowing solutions for and 
satisfy the circuit equations
from part (a). Also, show that
they satisfy the initial conditions

where and (d) Deter-
mine the time at which first becomes zero.
30.77 ... CP A Volume Gauge. A tank containing a liquid has
turns of wire wrapped around it, causing it to act like an inductor. The
liquid content of the tank can be
measured by using its inductance
to determine the height of the liq-
uid in the tank. The inductance of
the tank changes from a value of

corresponding to a relative
permeability of 1 when the tank
is empty to a value of corre-
sponding to a relative permeabil-
ity of (the relative permeability of the liquid) when the tank is
full. The appropriate electronic circuitry can determine the induc-
tance to five significant figures and thus the effective relative per-
meability of the combined air and liquid within the rectangular
cavity of the tank. The four sides of the tank each have width W
and height D (Fig. P30.77). The height of the liquid in the tank is
d. You can ignore any fringing effects and assume that the relative
permeability of the material of which the tank is made can be
ignored. (a) Derive an expression for d as a function of L, the induc-
tance corresponding to a certain fluid height, and D. (b) What
is the inductance (to five significant figures) for a tank full, full, 

full, and completely full if the tank contains liquid oxygen? Take
The magnetic susceptibility of liquid oxygen is

(c) Repeat part (b) for mercury. The magnetic
susceptibility of mercury is given in Table 28.1. (d) For which mate-
rial is this volume gauge more practical?
30.78 ... Two coils are wrapped around each other as shown in
Fig. 30.3. The current travels in the same sense around each coil.
One coil has self-inductance and the other coil has self-
inductance The mutual inductance of the two coils is M. (a)
Show that if the two coils are connected in series, the equivalent 
inductance of the combination is (b) Show
that if the two coils are connected in parallel, the equivalent induc-
tance of the combination is

30.79 ... CP CALC Consider the circuit shown in Fig. P30.79.
Switch S is closed at time causing a current through the
inductive branch and a current through the capacitive branch.i2

i1t = 0,

Leq =
L1L2 - M2

L1 + L2 - 2M

Leq = L1 + L2 + 2M.

L2.
L1,

xm = 1.52 * 10-3.
L0 = 0.63000 H.
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(b) EVALUATE:   The expressions derived in part (a) give that as 1
1

,t i
R
ε→ ∞  =  and 2

2
.i

R
ε=  Since 

2 0di
dt

→  at steady state, the inductance then has no effect on the circuit. The current in 1R  is constant; the 

current in 2R  starts at zero and rises to 2/ .Rε  
(c) IDENTIFY and SET UP:   The circuit now is as shown in Figure 30.75b. 

 

 Let 0t =  now be when S is opened. 

At 0,t =  
2

.i
R
ε=  

Figure 30.75b   
 

Apply the loop rule to the single current loop. 

EXECUTE:   1 2( ) 0.dii R R L
dt

− + − =  (Now di
dt

 is negative.) 

1 2
1 2( ) gives di di R RL i R R dt

dt i L
+⎛ ⎞= − + = −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 

Integrate from 0,t =  when 0 2/ , to .i I R tε= =  

0

1 2
0

i t

I
di R R dt
i L

+⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠∫ ∫  and 1 2

0
ln i R R t
I L

⎛ ⎞ +⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

 

Taking exponentials of both sides of this equation gives 1 2 1 2( ) / ( ) /
0

2
.R R t L R R t Li I e e

R
ε− + − += =  

(d) IDENTIFY and SET UP:   Use the equation derived in part (c) and solve for 2  and .R ε  
EXECUTE:   22 0 HL = .  

1
1

2 2 2

1
1

(120 V)40 0 W gives 360 .
40 0 WR

R

V VP R
R P

= = . = = =  Ω
.

 

We are asked to find 2  and .R ε  Use the expression derived in part (c). 

0 20 600 A so / 0 600 AI Rε= . = .  

1 2( ) /

2
0 150 A when 0 080 s, so R R t Li t i e

R
ε − += . = . =  gives 1 2( ) /0 150 A (0 600 A) R R t Le− +. = .  

1 2( ) /1
1 24  so ln 4 ( ) /R R t Le R R t L− += = +  

2 1
ln 4 (22 0 H)ln 4

360 381 2 360 21 2
0 080 s

LR R
t

.= − = −  Ω = .  Ω −  Ω = .  Ω
.

 

Then 2(0 600 A) (0 600 A)(21 2 ) 12 7 V.Rε = . = . . Ω = .  
(e) IDENTIFY and SET UP:   Use the expressions derived in part (a). 

EXECUTE:   The current through the light bulb before the switch is opened is 1
1

12 7 V 0 0353 A
360

i
R
ε .= = = .

 Ω
 

EVALUATE:   When the switch is opened the current through the light bulb jumps from 0.0353 A to 0.600 A. 
Since the electrical power dissipated in the bulb (brightness) depend on 2,i  the bulb suddenly becomes 
much brighter. 

 30.76. IDENTIFY:   Follow the steps specified in the problem. 
SET UP:   The current in an inductor does not change abruptly. 
EXECUTE:   (a) Using Kirchhoff’s loop rule on the left and right branches: 
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Left: 1 1
1 2 1 2( ) 0 ( ) .di dii i R L R i i L

dt dt
ε ε− + − = ⇒ + + =  

Right: 2 2
1 2 1 2( ) 0 ( ) .q qi i R R i i

C C
ε ε− + − = ⇒ + + =  

(b) Initially, with the switch just closed, 1 2 20, and 0.i i q
R
ε=  = =  

(c) The substitution of the solutions into the circuit equations to show that they satisfy the equations is a 
somewhat tedious exercise but straightforward exercise. We will show that the initial conditions are 

satisfied: 2At 0, sin( ) sin(0) 0.tt q e t
R R

β ω
ω ω
ε ε−=  = = =  

1
1 1( ) (1 [(2 ) sin( ) cos( )] (0) (1 [cos(0)]) 0.ti t e RC t t i

R R
β ω ω ωε ε− −= − + ⇒ = − =  

(d) When does 2i  first equal zero? 2
1 1 625 rad/s.

(2 )LC RC
ω = − =  

1 1
2( ) 0 [ (2 ) sin( ) cos( )] (2 ) tan( ) 1 0ti t e RC t t RC t

R
β ω ω ω ω ωε − − −= = − + ⇒ − + =  and 

6tan( ) 2 2(625 rad/s)(400 )(2 00 10 F) 1 00.t RCω ω −= + = + Ω . × = + .  

30 785arctan ( 1 00) 0 785 1 256 10 s.
625 rad/s

t tω −.= + . = + . ⇒ = = . ×  

EVALUATE:   As ,t → ∞  1 / ,i Rε→  2 0q →  and 2 0.i →  

 30.77. IDENTIFY:   Apply BNL
i
Φ=  to calculate L. 

SET UP:   In the air the magnetic field is 0
Air .NiB

W
µ=  In the liquid, L .NiB

W
µ=  

EXECUTE:   (a) [ ]0 0
L L Air Air 0(( ) ) ( ) ( ) .B

Ni K NiBA B A B A D d W dW Ni D d Kd
W W

µ µ µΦ = = + = − + = − +  

2 f 0
0 0 0 f 0[( ) ] .BN d d L LL N D d Kd L L L L d

i D D D
µΦ −⎛ ⎞= = − + = − + = + ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 

2 20
0 0 f 0

f 0
, where , and .L Ld D L N D L K N D

L L
µ µ⎛ ⎞−= = =⎜ ⎟−⎝ ⎠

 

(b) and (c) Using m 1K χ= +  we can find the inductance for any height 0 m1 .dL L
D

χ⎛ ⎞= +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

 

Height of Fluid Inductance of Liquid Oxygen Inductance of Mercury

/4d D=  0.63024 H 0.63000 H 
/2d D=  0.63048 H 0.62999 H 

3 /4d D=  0.63072 H 0.62999 H 
d D=  0.63096 H 0.62998 H 

 

The values 3 5
m 2 m(O ) 1 52 10 and (Hg) 2 9 10χ χ− −= . × = − . ×  have been used. 

EVALUATE:   (d) The volume gauge is much better for the liquid oxygen than the mercury because there is 
an easily detectable spread of values for the liquid oxygen, but not for the mercury. 

 30.78. IDENTIFY:   The induced emf across the two coils is due to both the self-inductance of each and the mutual 
inductance of the pair of coils. 

SET UP:   The equivalent inductance is defined by eq ,diL
dt

ε =  where ε  and i are the total emf and current 

across the combination. 


